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Communication systems always keep evolving with technology. Communi-
cation systems nowadays not only involved living things but also communication
between living things and non-living things. However, several challenges occur such
as limitation application on the robot in the aspect of cognitive. Cognitive play
a crucial role in communication systems. By enhancing cognitive ability, human
communication systems can be improved. Besides, by observing the cognitive pro-
cess, the whole systems of communication can be advanced to robot communication
systems.
This dissertation mainly focuses on two cognitive processes: emotion and work-
ing memory. Most of the cognitive studies only consider psychological effects. There-
fore, this dissertation will discuss the cognitive task effects on brain functions by us-
ing brain imaging techniques. The tasks based on the cognitive processes has been
designed. We recruited Japanese native speaker for performing the task while their
brain activity been observed using near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) brain imaging
technique.
Language area of the brain which always located at the left hemisphere of
the brain has been focused. A language sounds that could not be understood by
the subject, which is Malay language and the reversed Japanese language, had been
induced with emotion. The subjects listened to the language sounds and guess the
emotion intended. The brain observation results proposed that emotion is important
in some situation for communication with familiar language. On the other side,
emotion might be also an obstacle, especially for new language acquiring.
In term of working memory, we investigated different background colours ef-
fects on brain activity. Circle counting task (CCT) and reading span task (RST) has
been designed on different background colours. The subjects performed the tasks
on the tablet while their prefrontal cortex of the brain been observed using NIRS.
The prefrontal cortex of the brain corresponds to the working memory area. The
measurement results suggested different background colour affects brain activity in
varied ways.
Common background colour with black text, which is white background colour,
could be used to enhance working memory especially for those who experienced
ability deterioration. However, the combination of blue-green background colour
and black text may be preferable for improving users’ task performance. Both
cognitive processes study results may be utilised in several fields including medical
therapy, communication technology advancing and even improving the quality of
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This chapter introduce the overall of the study, which include the overall discussion
on the ideas that led to this study which entitled ”Cognitive Task Analyses for
Effective Communication Systems Using NIRS Measurement”. This chapter also
includes the main objectives and contributions are described to clearly outline the
scope of this study. Finally, the organization of this dissertation is presented.
1.1 Communication systems
Communication is an act of exchanging information by using a medium. The
communication systems always involved the sender, receiver, and message. Nowa-
days, the evolution of communication systems proclaimed that our technology keeps
emerging with changes. Face to face communication with the language spoken or
body gesture as the medium, then writing by using symbol; or alphabet. Currently,
all these systems are still in well used and with the presence of the technology,




In addition to human-human communication, new communication systems
such as human-robot and robot-robot communication also emerged. Human-computer
interaction (HCI), brain-computer interface (BCI), artificial intelligence (AI) and
others are also widely known terms which have related to communication. HCI fo-
cuses on computer design, in particular, the design for interaction between human
which is the users and computers. Initially, the researchers aimed at improving the
usability of computers. Over time, HCI has expanded and become more diverse with
the rise of technology.
HCI covers many disciplines including the design and deployment of digital
health technologies [2]; the role and engagement in interactive art [3]; the visual-
isations of agricultural systems support [4]; communicative learning for education
[5] and many more. Differs from HCI, BCI is originally a communication system to
support the needs of people with physical disabilities for giving commands to the
computer with brain activities. With the emerging of AI, the technology allowing the
use of brain activity for the simulation of human intelligence to control the machines
such as to conduct action or command.
1.2 Cognition and communication
Cognition is related to mental action or process to understand things through-
out experiences and senses. Cognition usually includes a lot of processes such as
language, emotion, memory, attention, learning, and others based on one’s experi-
ences and abilities. Each cognitive process plays an important role in communica-
tion. Language is a medium that we use to communicate either spoken or written.
Expression in communication typically with the presence of emotions. Language
usually coexists with the thought in understanding the information that we have
received through communication.
Learning is a cognitive process that includes things as diverse as behaviours
or habits. Piaget’s stated that learning is the process of information that enters our
cognitive system and changing it [6]. Attention has a relation with learning for us to
be able to concentrate or pay attention to the stimuli while learning. Perception can
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be considered as a gate of the cognition where we use our senses, like sight, hearing,
taste, smell, and touch. Memory is the cognitive process that acts as a nucleus in
cognition that allows us to code, store, and recovers information from the past.
Recently, cognition is becoming a hot topic for researchers from various field.
The researches not only limited for enhancing the cognitive systems, but these cog-
nition processes also have been applied in the technology. For example, a cognitive
process of emotion has been proposed in the communication systems for HRI [7].
Besides, the role of cognitive abilities has been observed for the development of
communication skills in human [8]. Both people cognitive enhancing and cognitive
technology implementing may progress in a parallel way. Those experience ability
deterioration especially elderly people might need to enhance their cognitive. As the
global population ages, seniors were not reliant on communication technology during
their younger, appropriate environment for their lives must be established [9].
One cognitive ability that plays an important role is a memory. Memory
declining is a crucial problem as the cognitive process relies more on it. Memory
is partitioned into several parts—primarily short-term memory, long-term memory,
and working memory. Short-term memory is the process where our brain stored the
information for a short time. When the information is kept repeating, the informa-
tion will be transferred into long-term memory. However, working memory involved
in the complex situation including manipulated the information. This dissertation
conducted a study to observe the human cognitive process in different situations.
The different situations in this dissertation refer to the people condition that will be
induced by the different processes of cognition, where it concerns the wellness level




1.3.1 Emotion in communication
Human communication always involves speech recognition systems, which in-
terpret emotions to obtain information. Emotions in a human communication sys-
tem are thus necessary to achieve mutual understanding. Psychological studies ar-
gue that emotional factors influence the allocation of recognition and attention to
context [10][11]. Both Ohman and Brosch examined the allocation of recognition
and attention by using the visualised emotional factors. Nevertheless, studies of
emotional effects induced by language are still rare. Only a few studies investigated
emotional effects on subsequent language processing, and in most cases, these effects
were induced by non-linguistic stimuli such as films, faces, or pictures [12].
Laura et al used visually linguistics stimuli in order to investigate on how
emotional context of discourse affects language comprehension. They used elec-
troencephalography (EEG) and discovered that short paragraphs can successfully
elicit emotional states that impact language processing [12]. A study by Filik et al
also using the same approach which investigated the emotion effects of a written
context [13].
Another study by Aya Ihara et al, investigates the language comprehension
dependent on emotional context by observing neural activities using magnetoen-
cephalography (MEG). She used a cross-modal priming paradigm with auditorily
presented emotions and visually presented language targets. Her findings suggested
that language can be interpreted differently depending on the emotional context
pervaded in it [14].
As proposed independently by the psychologist, William James and physiolo-
gist, Carl Lange, the experience of emotion are the results of physiological reactions
to an event happened. The James-Lange theory indicates that physiological change
triggers the emotional arousal when the brain reacts to the information received via
the body’s nervous system. The physiological changes such as muscular tension,
increase heart rate, perspiration, dry mouth and running occur first before we feel
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emotion. Though it has been criticized and revised many times, the recent study
asserts that the theory has been hard to disprove. Regardless of the theory, emotion
is complex and there is no consensus on a definition.
1.3.2 Colour in communication
ICT has been used to assist people to communicate and even to improve their
learning and training to maintain their health. However, in this super-aged society,
elderly people are often shy away from technology, isolated and under-stimulated.
This is because of their ability declining causing a difficulty for them to adapt with
the technology. Therefore, the interface design now starting to take into account
the usability regardless user generation. However, the design usually only consider
psychological effects and the performance of the users.
Background colour is one of the component of the Information and Commu-
nication Technology (ICT) device screen. Several studies of text and background
colour combinations have also been conducted [15][16]. These studies were only con-
sidered users’ opinion and evaluation. From that, Mehta and Zhu took an approach
in exploring the effect of colour on cognitive task performances [17]. They suggested
that background colours could affected cognitive performances. Not only that, a
study by Chan suggested that tablet computers also could enhanced cognitive func-
tions of memory especially for elderly training [18]. Again, these studies were based
solely on psychological effects and the users’ performance.
A study of colour in relation to cognitive process by using neuroimaging is still
rare. One study observing the haemoglobin (Hb) concentration changes in brain has
suggested that the design of the screen could affect attention, concentration, and
performance [19]. Chris et al also investigated the processing of colour preference
in the brain by measuring the blood oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) activity [20].
Yamazaki examined if the background colours of computer- and Web-based tests
affected the test scores of university students and suggested that neurological factors
related to colour did affect test scores [21].
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It has been said that the effective and comfortable screen design could boost
the efficiency of the people brain and performance. Cognitive functions such as
working memory is very important for communication. Therefore, the various char-
acteristics of screen design and how they affect the brain of the users need to be
examined.
1.4 Objectives
1. To assess the effect of the emotional context of language sound on brain
functions:
With an understanding of emotional influenced language sounds, the author hopes
that the data obtained from this study can provide some additional data in devel-
oping an effective method for improving and acquiring communication skills. The
ability to understand feelings is essential in human communication. In everyday life,
language is often used as a powerful tool to elicit emotions. Literature and poetry
are magnificent examples of how language can make us feel deep emotions.
The same sentence may be interpreted differently depending on the emotional con-
text, whether words are spoken in a happy, sad, or angry tone. Hence, emotion plays
an essential role in the establishment of effective communication and good personal
relationship [14]. Emotion can be aroused by auditory, visual, gustatory, olfactory
and somatic perception. Therefore, in this study the author decides to investigate
the the effects of emotion in language solely on auditory linguistics stimuli approach
in order to obtain precise data and results.
This dissertation also aims to provide the results that can be used by another compo-
nent of the system for communication. Nowadays, machines that express emotions
are no longer science fiction [22], and they are studied in the field of affective comput-
ing [23]. Affective computing involves emotional information that machines inter-
pret, express, manage, and respond to the users [24]. Consequently, machines must
be able to understand human language. To this end, the emotions and expressions of
robots should be understandable and interpretable not only by humans but also by
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machines themselves. Many studies have investigated artificial and emotional intelli-
gence to improve methods of communication, including robot–robot communication
[25][26][27].
These studies often regard human communication as an ideal model for human-robot
communication, especially for voice-emotion recognition, with a strong emphasis on
communication between robots and humans over long periods [28]. By understanding
human communication systems, it is possible to apply them to robot communication
systems. However, we cannot yet expect robots to respond timely enough in a
sensible manner because of the lack of system robustness, especially in recovering
all the information through the sensors [24].
2. To observe the effect of performing tasks on different screen background
colours on brain functions:
As new technologies are emerging, to promote a better life, this dissertation aims
to implement the results to provide a service for HCI of ICT where it will be easier
and faster in comparison to a conventional method. Therefore, the result of this
research will contribute to designing of effective and comfortable screen backgrounds
that meet the needs of the people especially to those with the psychological burden
towards these new technologies.
It is important to find a way with the design and environment for ICT that can
provide better concentration ability for the users. The author also hopes that the
results of this study could contribute to improving the quality of life in communica-
tion especially for the elderly since the ageing population is a serious social problem.
The percentage of elderly people in the world population is expected to increase
in the future [29][30]. Therefore, increasing their quality of life is important [31],
because ageing causes a serious decline in cognitive abilities and a corresponding
decline in the quality of life [32].
Since background colour is one of the important characteristics of the ICT device,
the author decides to investigate the effect of proper background colour to enhance
users’ cognitive ability and performance especially those elderly people with ability
deterioration. The study will focus on cognitive functions such as working memory
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and concentration since these functions are closely related to communication. Thus,
we hope the results of this study could give a big help in every sector in term of
communication such as education, service, healthcare, economy and other sectors of
a country. In education, it could help people to learn in an effective and conducive
way. On the other hand, for economic sectors, it can boost worker efficiency and
could increase company performance.
In general, this dissertation aims to contribute to the community by providing
the results with well-being recognition where it will help improve and promote better
communication systems. In this study, by using a near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS)
system, this researches will attempt to investigate the activities of the brain when
the subjects are exposed to different situations. Spectroscopic measurements have
been performed to obtain the relative concentration changes of the oxygenated Hb
(oxy-Hb), deoxygenated Hb (deoxy-Hb), and its total Hb in real-time using diffuse
optical techniques. The final results of the combination of multiple studies of this
dissertation will be discussed later in Chapter 4, 5, and 6. Finally, the dissertation
aims to contribute to society by suggesting effective communication systems in daily
life.
1.5 Structure of this dissertation
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follow: Chapter 2 discusses the brain
functions that have related mainly with communication. Chapter 3 demonstrates
the brain imaging technique that will be used for this study. Chapter 4 discusses the
first part of this study which is the effect of language sound-induced with emotions
on brain activity. In Chapter 5, it discusses the second part of this study, where we
observed brain activity while performing the task on different background colours.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the study along with the discussion regarding future




In this chapter, the brain functions which relate to the study is discussed. The
chapter focuses on explaining the functions of the brain based on the regions.
2.1 Brain function localization hypothesis
The brain function localization hypothesis assumes that brain functions are
locally distributed in the brain. This means that there is a relationship between
the parts of the brain and its ability to function when performing a certain task.
Brain parts such as visual cortex, auditory cortex, motor cortex, and so on, have
different features and represented clearly by different areas in the brain. However, in
recent years, there is an idea proposing that the parts of brain functions are not as
simple as one-to-one connections, but rather many parts of the brain function as a
network inside of the brain. To simplify the analysis in this study, an experiment was
conducted and the conclusion of this study was drawn, based on the brain function
localization hypothesis.
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2.2 Brodmann areas (BA)
Brodmann areas were originally defined and numbered by the German anatomist
Korbinian Brodmann based on the cytoarchitectural organization of neurons he ob-
served in the cerebral cortex. Using the newly developed staining technique of Nissl,
Brodmann distinguished about 50 zones of the cortex based on subtle differences in
cell type, size, density, and lamination, and correlated his anatomic findings with
studies on the localization of function in humans, subhuman primates, and other
mammals. His cortical map and numbering system, published in 1909, became stan-
dard methods for distinguishing areas of the cortex, and are still widely used by
clinical neurologists and neurosurgeons.
Based on the brain function localization hypothesis, Korbinian Brodmann dif-
ferentiated the cerebral cortex into the uniform part of nerve tissue structures by
labelling them with numbers from number 1 to 52. These numbers represent the ar-
eas of the brain, which then are called Brodmann areas (BA). The characteristics of
the cell construction are related to the processing properties of neurons and indicate
the laterality of the cortical areas of the brain in terms of their activities.
2.2.1 Language areas
The study of how language is represented, processed, and acquired by the brain
is neurolinguistics, which is a large multidisciplinary field drawing from cognitive
neuroscience, cognitive linguistics, and psycholinguistics. This field originated from
the 19th-century discovery when physicians discovered that the left inferior frontal
gyrus now known as Broca’s area was essential in producing language, whereas
the left superior temporal gyrus now known as Wernicke’s area, was essential in
understanding it. The language areas of the brain, which roughly correspond to the
frontal lobe, consists of the grammar center, the text comprehension center, and also
the center of phonological and word in the region from the temporal lobe over the
parietal lobe [33][1]. Figure 2.1 shows the language areas of the brain.
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Figure 2.1: Language areas of the brain [1]
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Broca’s area
The process of identifying the parts of the brain that are involved in language
began in 1861, when Paul Broca, a French neurosurgeon, examined the brain of a
recently deceased patient who had had an unusual disorder. Though he had been
able to understand spoken language and did not have any motor impairments of the
mouth or tongue that might have affected his ability to speak, he could neither speak
a complete sentence nor express his thoughts in writing. The only articulate sound
he could make was the syllable “tan”, which had come to be used as his name.
When Broca autopsied Tan’s brain, he found a sizable lesion in the left inferior
frontal cortex.
Subsequently, Broca studied eight other patients, all of whom had similar
language deficits along with lesions in their left frontal hemisphere. This led him to
make his famous statement that “we speak with the left hemisphere” and to identify,
for the first time, the existence of a “language centre” in the posterior portion of the
frontal lobe of this hemisphere. Now known as Broca’s area, this was the first area of
the brain to be associated with a specific function, and in this case, language. Broca’s
area refers to the frontal lobe areas of the left side of the brain and corresponds to
the BA 44 and 45. These areas play an important role in language processing. This
is because it is at the part where activities occur for language uttering, grammar
processing, and text comprehension. Figure 2.2 shows the position of Broca’s area
in the brain.
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Figure 2.2: Position of Broca’s area (The original image was obtained from Body-
Parts3D, and the image was modified for this paper.)
Wernicke’s area
Ten years later, Carl Wernicke, a German neurologist, discovered another part
of the brain, this one involved in understanding language, in the posterior portion of
the left temporal lobe. People who had a lesion at this location could speak, but their
speech was often incoherent and made no sense. Wernicke’s observations have been
confirmed many times since. Neuroscientists now agree that running around the
lateral sulcus in the left hemisphere of the brain, there is a sort of neural loop that is
involved both in understanding and in producing spoken language. Wernicke’s area
refers to the left hemisphere of the brain that corresponds to the BA 22.
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In this area, the brain is active when processing words and understanding
language spoken, similar to the language processing areas of the Broca’s area. At
the frontal end of this loop lies Broca’s area, which is usually associated with the
production of language, or language outputs. At the other end (more specifically, in
the superior posterior temporal lobe), lies Wernicke’s area, which is associated with
the processing of words that we hear being spoken, or language inputs. This language
loop is found in the left hemisphere in about 90% of right-handed persons and
70% of left-handed persons, language being one of the functions that are performed
asymmetrically in the brain.
When we are talking about language, it is useful to distinguish between verbal
language (the literal meaning of the words) and everything that surrounds these
words and gives them a particular connotation. This is a big difference between
denoting and connoting: the message that is perceived never depends solely on what
is said but always on how it is said as well. A good reason to distinguish between the
denotative and connotative aspects of language is that they call on different parts of
the brain. In the great majority of people, it is the left hemisphere that formulates
and understands the meaning of words and sentences, while the right hemisphere
interprets the emotional connotation of these words.
2.2.2 Working memory areas
Short-term memory can be referred to as ”the brain’s Post-It Note”. This can
be thought of as the ability to remember and process information at the same time
[34][35]. It holds a small amount of information for a short period. For example,
to understand this sentence, the beginning of the sentence needs to be held in mind
while the rest is read, a task which is carried out by the short-term memory. Other
common examples of short-term memory in action are the holding on to a piece of
information temporarily in order to complete a task (e.g. “carrying over” a number
in a subtraction sum, or remembering a persuasive argument until another person
finishes talking), and simultaneous translation (where the interpreter must store
information in one language while orally translating it into another).
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However, this information will disappear soon, unless we consciously try to
keep it. Short-term memory is a necessary step towards the next phase of reten-
tion, long-term memory. The transfer of information to long-term memory for more
permanent storage can be assisted or improved by the repetition of information, or
more effectively by giving meaning to it and associating it with others knowledge
acquired previously. Motivation is also a consideration, in that information relating
to a subject of strong interest to a person, is more likely to be retained in long-term
memory.
The term working memory is often used interchangeably with short-term mem-
ory, but technically working memory refers to the entire theoretical framework of the
structure and process used for temporary storage and manipulation of information,
where short-term memory is only a component. The working memory areas of the
brain roughly corresponded to the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) of the
prefrontal cortex. This region lies in the middle frontal gyrus of humans, which is
the lateral part of BA 9 and BA 46. This region also covers BA 8 and BA 10. The
positions of BA 9, BA 10, and BA 46 are shown in Figure 2.3.
BA 9 is part of the frontal cortex. This area is involved in short term memory,
overriding automatic responses, verbal fluency, error detection, and auditory-verbal
attention. BA 10 is the anterior-most portion of the prefrontal cortex in the human
brain. It occupies the most rostral portions of the superior frontal gyrus and the
middle frontal gyrus. The present research suggests that it is involved in strategic
processes in memory recall and various executive functions. Both BA 9 and BA
10 regions are associated with the retrieval of memory, recognition, and decision-
making [33]. Since BA 46 also lies in the DLPFC, it plays a central role in sustaining
attention and managing working memory.
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Figure 2.3: Position of BA 9, BA 10, and BA 46 (The original image was obtained
from BodyParts3D, and the image was modified for this paper.)
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2.2.3 Other Brodmann areas
BA 8 is located near the frontal pole. It is also called as the frontal eye field
and is activated when there is an eye movement and visualisation. BA 8 is also
activated when it encounters a task that is not convinced and it is also a part of the
grammar centre [33][36][37]. BA 11, which is located at the above the eye sockets, is
involved in decision making. It is also functioned in encoding new information into
long-term memory [38]. Figure 2.4 shows the position of BA 8 and BA 11 in the
brain.
Figure 2.4: Position of BA 8 and BA 11 (The original image was obtained from
BodyParts3D, and the image was modified for this paper.)
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2.3 Conclusion
Brain regions involved in very complex structures and can be engaged in many
different behavioural functions. In this study, the author only focused on regions
that have relation to communication. The frontal part of the brain for working
memory and also the left hemisphere for language. Language areas located at the
left hemisphere of the brain will be investigated by using a brain imaging technique.
The emotionally induced language sounds as the cognitive task will be used in the
study to observe the brain activity of the language areas.
On the other hand, the working memory of the frontal part is a crucial process
for communication. Working memory area also will be assessed using brain imaging
technique and working memory task on different background colours will be tested on
the subjects. It is hoped that the study results can play big roles in communication






In this chapter, the brain imaging technique system is discussed. The chapter focuses
on explaining the mechanism of the brain imaging technique that has been used in
the study. Furthermore, it describe other techniques for the comparison with the
technique used.
3.1 Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) system
Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is a non-evasive, non-ionizing imaging tech-
nique that offers the ability to perform real-time studies in human subjects’ brains.
NIRS is an invaluable tool that has shown its potential in the application of brain
imaging. This technique has been applied to many different areas of the brain.
NIRS offers a therapeutic window which allows for the separation and quantification
of both oxygenated haemoglobin (oxy-Hb) and deoxygenated haemoglobin (deoxy-
Hb).
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NIRS relies on the light in the range of 600[nm]-1000[nm]. As light propagates
through the various tissues it encounters in the body, light in this region is minimally
absorbed, and preferentially scattered, allowing for separate signals to be obtained
at multiple wavelengths. Light, after being absorbed and scattered at the cerebral
cortex, is condensed by optical fibre again at a distance of about 30[mm] from the
surface of the head.
These events cause the light to lose intensity, and the detected light seen by
the photon detector has less intensity than the initial intensity of the light that was
launched with. Once each wavelength of light has been collected by photon detectors
at the tissue surface, separation of light based on specific wavelengths allows for the
back-calculation of the relative concentrations of both oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb [39].
To apply the technique of NIRS to brain imaging, an array of laser sources
is created and placed on the region of interest, or the entire head. As previously
mentioned, NIRS is minimally absorbed by the body, which allows for sampling of
the outer 15[mm]-2[mm] of the head through the skin and skull, to reach the outer
5[mm]-10[mm] of brain tissue, approximately. Light sources emit light into the skull,
where the photons become highly scattered, and usually exit the skull 3[cm]-4[cm]
away from the light source. By placing detectors roughly 3[cm] away, the light signal
is passed through the head can be collected over a diffuse volume.
In the brain, changes in the optical absorption are related to the changes in
both oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb. Both the relative concentration of oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb
can be estimated from the optical measurements of the changes in the absorption at
multiple wavelengths. This is due to the unique absorption signatures of the oxy-Hb
and deoxy-Hb. The changes in relative concentrations of both haemoglobin species
in the brain are usually in response to a given activation or stimulation task and are
known as functionally evoked responses.
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3.1.1 Data, probe and channel
A NIRS system consists of irradiation/detection probes and a signal detection
processing unit. Near-infrared rays are irradiated to the scalp and scattered inside
through the irradiation probe that is fixed to the head, then the detection probe
detects the rays. A measurement region, which is between the irradiation probe and
the detection probe, is called a channel, as shown in Figure 3.1. NIRS data consists
of a series of time-dependent signals measured between an individual light source
and detector positions on a probe. The concentrations of oxy-Hb, deoxy-Hb and
total haemoglobin (Hb) can be calculated for each source-detector pair.
It is possible to switch between 2D, 3D, and other thermography formats
visually. However, we used a 2D image format represented by colour shading to
help us easily understand the data. The typical measurement data displayed in
three stages; oxy-Hb, deoxy-Hb, and total Hb concentration changes. Since the
relationship between the display region and the channel varies depending on the
experiment, it is necessary to pay attention at the time of observation. Due to
the growth of the NIRS field, there are now an abundance of commercially available
optical instrumentation systems: Imagent ISS, NIRO 500, Hamamatsu, and Hitachi,
to name a few.
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Figure 3.1: Mechanism at NIRS probes
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3.2 NIRS signal processing and analysis
There are two types of data analysis methods for oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb con-
centration change: (1) analysis using a generalized linear model (GLM) and (2)
analysis using a normalized averaging waveform. GLM analysis extracts the inten-
sity of the component that changes along with the ideal brain activity pattern from
the measured data, and compares it between conditions and between channels. The
model waveform is given in advance according to the block design, for example,
”Rest (0), Task execution (1)”.
In the analysis using the normalized averaging waveform, the normalized av-
eraging waveform is calculated in which the amplitudes of all measured data values
obtained at a fixed baseline time during the measurement period. This method
analyses the relative change in haemoglobin concentration between subjects or be-
tween different channels of the same subject after converting the relative change in
concentration change into data that can be compared. Since the analysis method is
simple and does not require the preconditions of the brain activity pattern in the
analysis, it has the advantage that it can be applied to data that is performed only
once or has a small number of trials.
In this study, the author analysed the data using the normalized averaging
waveform. The standard deviation of the data value at 2[s] just before the start
of the task with the sampling timing of 40 points is obtained from the average Hb
concentration change data. Then, the value of the entire waveform data will be
divided by it. It will be an index to show the recurrence the concentration change
occurred during the task compared to the Hb concentration just before the start of
the task. The reaction for brain activity took about several seconds after the start
of the task and has a time-structured activity pattern that lasts several seconds to
several tens of seconds. This is because it associated with the blood flow signal
which has a metabolic reaction resulting from electrical activity in the brain [40].
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3.3 Application of NIRS
In 1977, Jobsis was the first to demonstrate the technique of NIRS in mea-
suring cerebral changes. Since Jobsis first demonstrated this technique, it has been
applied in various regions of the brain including visual, auditory, and somatosensory
cortices, as well as in the motor cortex, prefrontal cortex, and in language areas of
the brain [41][42][43][44]. There have been numerous studies performed on the brain.
These studies ranged from performing NIRS on the visual cortex of infants, to mea-
suring motor cortex activation in response to some given stimuli. Other applications
include studying visual cortex, auditory cortex, the somatosensory cortices, and the
prefrontal region of the brain. Understanding of the brains function in response to
communication has been a topic of major interest.
In recent years, NIRS has been used to study brain activity. Yamazaki and
Eto conducted a study to investigate if circle counting task’s scores differ, depending
on the characteristics of white and blue background colours of tablet by using NIRS
[45]. Besides, Noriyuki et al. investigated the effect of an auditory alert on a driver
by observing prefrontal cortex activation using fNIRS [46]. Sachiyo et al. also
used NIRS to examine the emotion-related blood flow changes in the ventral medial
prefrontal cortex [47]. Furthermore, Canizo et al. used NIRS with the combination
of aEEG and neuromarkers to assess the brain damage in pediatric cardiac surgery
[48]. These studies have shown that NIRS is a useful measuring device for the study
of the activity of the brain [33].
NIRS is an invaluable tool that has shown its potential in the application
of brain imaging. Previous researches have shown that it provides a good spatial
and temporal resolution, with the ability to detect relative changes of both oxy-
Hb and deoxy-Hb in the brain, in response to various stimuli. To date, there have
been numerous studies that looked into the activation, or functional connectivity, or
lateralization, in various parts of the brain by using both NIRS and other modalities.
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3.4 NIRS: Hitachi
Two types of NIRS by Hitachi that have been used in this study. The measure-
ment items were oxy-Hb concentration changes, deoxy-Hb concentration changes,
and total Hb concentration changes. In this study, the channels were used simulta-
neously to measure brain activity. The relative oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb concentration
changes and total Hb concentration changes for blood volume can be seen based
on the state of the brain after the starting point of measurement. Not only the
Hb concentration changes were being recorded during the measurement, but it is
also possible to observe the measurement results in real-time. The results can be
observed in a time course and mapping graph format. It is also possible to switch
between 2D, 3D, and others topography format variously.
3.4.1 ETG-4000
A NIRS based optical imaging system developed by Hitachi Medical Corpora-
tion (ETG-4000) with 52 optical source-detector channels, as shown in Figure 3.2,
was used to conduct this study. To properly ensure that a secure contact would
be maintained for both sources and detectors with the scalp, and source distances
would be constant, a custom-built optical head cap was utilized to place the sources
and detectors on to the temporal region of the brain [49].
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Figure 3.2: Image of the NIRS system (ETG-4000) used in this study
3.4.2 WOT-100
A NIRS system, Hitachi Medical Corporation WOT-100 Wearable NIRS, was
used in this study, as shown in Figure 3.3. Sixteen channels were used in this study,
to observe the brain activity of each subject. WOT-100 is a portable version of
NIRS, and it is much more compact in size and convenient to operate. Furthermore,
WOT-100 has been equipped with the head belt to ensure both sources and detectors
have a secure contact with the scalp while operating the systems.
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Figure 3.3: Image of the NIRS system (WOT-100) used in this study
3.5 Advantages and disadvantages
The advantage of NIRS in brain function measurements is, that NIRS is com-
pletely non-invasive and there is no adverse effect on the living body including infants
even though it uses infra-red rays repeatedly in taking measurements. Besides that,
NIRS can be measured every 0.1[s], which has a high time resolution and NIRS also
mobile because it is small in shape. It is not only possible to measure in a natural
posture, such as sitting and standing, but it is also feasible to measure while the
utterance and movement.
However, the spatial resolution of NIRS is as low as about 1[cm]-3[cm], which
is about at the gyrus in the brain structure. Mainly, the measurement at cerebral
cortex cannot be measured for inner brain structures. The measured data shows
relative changes from the Hb concentration baseline. The units, such as [mM mm]
and [µM mm], represent with the product of Hb concentration and length. It also
includes the scalp, muscle, and skull involvements. Therefore, the task is essential
to detect changes caused, because task design is to ensure a controlled condition.
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From its characteristics described above, NIRS can be concluded as a device
to measure “the time course of activation reaction of the subject’s cerebral cortex
of the natural state can be considered as a whole simple non-invasive examination”
[39]. There is a commonality between electroencephalography (EEG) of the brain
function and electrocardiogram (ECG) and ultrasound examination in these features.
The expression ”conveniently considered as a whole” [39], rather than measuring the
exact value including the optical path length problem, which refers to the method-
ology suitable for the function capture precisely. These problems come from the
measurement principle of using the scattered light. It is desirable to consider these
features completely when NIRS is used.
3.6 Other imaging techniques
Positron emission tomography (PET) is one of the imaging techniques. PET
imaging detects trace amounts of short-lived radioactive material to map functional
processes in the brain. PET imaging can diagnose, evaluate or treat a variety of
diseases including neurological disorders. However, PET imaging uses radioactive
material, it is invasive to the patients and not suitable for repeating examination.
Computed tomography (CT) scanning is another imaging technique. CT scan may
be combined with a CT scan for the examination. CT scan uses the differential
absorption of x-rays and the subject need to lies on a table in a cylindrical apparatus.
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) measures the magnetic fields produces by
electrical activity in the brain via superconducting quantum interference devices.
Subject’s movement is often restricted during the MEG examination. Also, magnetic
fields used by MEG usually can affect other devices. Electroencephalography (EEG)
measures the electrical activity of the brain by electrodes and usually has been used
for engineering studies. In spite of having a high temporal resolution, EEG can be
affected by other electromagnetic signals outside the brain.
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Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a very famous imaging tech-
nique. fMRI detects the changes in blood oxygenation in the brain. Like NIRS,
fMRI also measures blood flow that occurs in response to neural activity. Both also
did not affect by electromagnetic noise outside the brain. Unlike NIRS, fMRI has a
good spatial resolution. However, fMRI is expensive and needs a specialist for op-
erations. Also, fMRI is not flexible and portable and has a low temporal resolution
which is about 3[s]-6[s]. Table 3.1 shows the comparison of NIRS with other brain
imaging techniques.









NIRS Fair Good Very Good Good Fair
PET Good Poor Poor Poor Poor
MEG Good Good Good Poor Poor
EEG Poor Very Good Good Fair Very Good
fMRI Very Good Fair Good Poor Poor
3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, the author discussed the brain imaging technique used in this
study. These brain imaging technique will be installed on subjects’ head to observe
brain activity. It will observe the region that covered emotion and working memory,
which were important processes for communication. A lot of studies have been
using NIRS to observe brain activity. A study by Takayuki using NIRS systems
to observe the changes of cerebral oxygenation during the reading span test among
elderly subject [50].
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In this study, ETG-4000 will be used in the experiment to observe language
areas of the brain. ETG-4000 has 52 channels that will cover the language area that
located at the left hemisphere of the brain. On the other hand, WOT-100 will be
used to assess the brain areas related to working memory. Since WOT-100 has 16
channels, it only covers the frontal area of the brain which corresponded to working
memory area. NIRS systems could help to investigate the brain activity significantly,





In this chapter, the details of the emotion process experiments are discussed. In
order to assess the effect of the emotional context of language sounds on brain
functions, this chapter will describes three different experiments. Each experiment
will be discussed in section 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 respectively in details. However, the
methodology applied in the three experiments were almost the same and will be
discussed separately in section 4.2.
Figure 4.1: Three experiments in Chapter 4
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4.1 Emotion and language sounds
There have been many studies on emotional contexts and language process-
ing. Most of the studies have found that the result of mood induction is a change
in the performance of cognitive tasks. This study aims to determine whether lan-
guage sounds that contain emotion influence brain function positively for improved
communication. The study results were expected to contribute to the research of af-
fective computing in terms of communication between robots and humans. Besides,
we hope also the results could give help in finding a method to improve, thus enhance
the cognitive ability of the brain. Many studies found that the left hemisphere of
the brain is related to analytical and logical processing, while the right hemisphere
tends to control spatial recognition and emotion processing [51].
However, recent research has demonstrated that the functional aspects of emo-
tional comprehension are region-dependent [52]. Thus, we focused on the emotional
effect on language areas that are located in the left hemisphere of the brain, even
though the right hemisphere is known for emotion processing. We used a near-
infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) system, which measures blood haemoglobin (Hb) con-
centration changes using near-infrared light to assess brain functioning. These brain-
function measurements can provide a model to build a complex system for artificial
life. Using NIRS, the effect of emotion on brain activity can be evaluated and utilized
for cognitive enhancing and robot systems.
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4.2 Methodology
Whole procedure of the experiments consist of three steps. The first step
is language sound sample production. Next is follow with language sound sample
verification. Lastly is the brain activity observation.
Figure 4.2: Procedure step of the experiment
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4.2.1 Verification test
All procedures used in this research were approved by the Ethical Committee
of Shibaura Institute of Technology. The verification test was conducted before the
experiment. The verification test was to ensure that the recording and questionnaire
prepared were fit and suitable for the experiment. For verification test, a class of
students was asked to answer a survey on emotion recognition while listening to
the recording of the language sounds. The subjects answered a questionnaire to
show which emotion—either happiness, sadness, anger, fear, or surprise—they felt
each language sounds expressed. An example of the questionnaire used in the study
is shown in Figure 4.3 and its English translation is shown in Figure 4.4. The
verification test will be discussed in details in the section of each experiment.
Figure 4.3: Sample of the questionnaire
Figure 4.4: English translation of the questionnaire
4.2.2 Participants
Healthy right-handed subjects (males and females) were recruited to partic-
ipate in this study. They were university students and graduate school students
(between 18-26 years old), and their first language is Japanese. Since the left hemi-
sphere of the brain is dominant for language processing in right-handed people, this
experiment was conducted with right-handed subjects. Only the left hemisphere
of the brain was covered with channels, including part of the frontal region of the
prefrontal cortex and the language areas (Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas). Informed
consent was obtained from all individual participants involved in the study, with all
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experiments being carried out at Shibaura Institute of Technology. Completion of
the task required 10-15 minutes.
4.2.3 Experimentation
In this study, we used a NIRS system developed by Hitachi Medical Corpo-
ration (ETG-4000, 52 channels) to observe and record the Hb concentration of the
brain of every subject in every 0.1[s]. Brain areas activation can be detected by the
increments of the values of the oxygenated Hb (oxy-Hb) changes. A single (3 × 11)
measurement patch was used in this experiment, and 17 irradiation and 16 detection
probes were alternated for a total of 33 probes in the patch. The distances between
the irradiation and detection probes (measurement area) are called channels and are
30[mm] apart.
As the preparation for the measurement, probes were secured to a holder patch
attached to a cap. Since proper tightening on the head is crucial to this experiment,
we used a swimming cap as the headgear to secure the probes and holder patch in
place. Figure 4.5 shows the condition of the holder patch being secured to a cap.
Probe numbers were printed on the holder. After confirming that the holder and
cap were fixed, probes are then attached to the holder. The headgear included 52
optical source-detector channels to monitor relative changes in Hb concentration in
subjects’ brain. The complete set up of the headgear is shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.5: Holder patch secured to a cap
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Figure 4.6: Headgear set up
After the headgear was ready, it was then applied to the subject’s head. To
assess the language areas of the brain, the channels are positioned to cover the left
hemisphere of the brain, including a part of the frontal region of the prefrontal
cortex, Broca’s area and Wernicke’s area. The mounting position of probes and
NIRS measurement areas are shown in Figure 4.7. Figures 4.8 shows one of the male
subjects with optical topography probes applied to his forehead and the position of
the headgear.
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Figure 4.7: Channel mapping of NIRS ETG-4000
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Figure 4.8: Positions of NIRS ETG-4000 probe on subject’s head
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Before starting the experiment, the signals were first tested to confirm whether
they were properly acquired and irradiated using the utility provided in the NIRS
system, as shown in Figure 4.9. If the signals were not properly received, the head-
gear was fixed and positioned once again until all signals were confirmed to be
received by all channels. The complications were often due to the amount of sub-
ject’s hair and the size of the head which can prevent the light radiation to reach
the scalp. This experiment must not be conducted before ensuring that the signals
are properly received.
Figure 4.9: Confirmation screen of NIRS ETG-4000 probe signal check
The subjects were given instructions to listen to the recorded language sounds
with their head being attached to NIRS while answering the questionnaire. Based
on the language sounds they listened in the recording, they were required to pick
an emotion, out of five choices, that best represents by the language sounds. The
questionnaire format was identical to that in the verification test as Figure 4.3 shown
in section 4.2.1. In the experiment, relative changes in Hb concentrations of each
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subjects’ brains were measured and recorded by using the NIRS while the subjects
were listening to the recording and answering the questionnaire throughout the ex-
periment. The experiment was recorded with a video camera to synchronize the
timing of language sounds listening with the timing of the NIRS measurement. For
each subject, we measured the Hb concentrations from the moment the language
sounds began to the moment it ended.
4.2.4 Data analysis
The oxy-Hb concentration changes in subjects’ brains recorded during the ex-
periment were averaged. The average NIRS signal value then will be compared and
t-test statistical analysis will be performed on the average NIRS signal value to
determine any significant differences. Furthermore, the recorded oxy-Hb concentra-
tion changes will be plotted by using the Platform of Optical Topography Analysis
Tools (POTATo). A POTATo is an integrated analytical environment for fNIRS sig-
nals, which is provided by NeU corporation. POTATo is a MATLAB-based software
which adapts the analysis framework of exploratory data analysis (EDA) proposed
by John W. T., an American statistician in 1977. EDA focuses on the exploration
of data characteristics, often with visual methods rather than the conventional hy-
pothesis test and EDA offers more realistic data analysis. POTATo supports EDA
by equipping various graphs for data visualization [53].
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Figure 4.10: POTATo (MATLAB based software)
Figure 4.10 shows the interface of the POTATo software. The NIRS signal
usually contains a lot of biological noises because of the human brain, which is very
complex and reacts easily even with a small stimulus. To obtain a better signal, it
is necessary to remove the noises. Therefore, by using POTATo software, baseline
processing was applied to clarify the change of reaction between before and after a
task.
As shown in Figure 4.11, the average value of oxy-Hb concentration changes
‘before’ was defined as a baseline. Then the average value was subtracted from the
value of oxy-Hb concentration changes ‘task’. This procedure was applied for all
phases and all of the channels to normalize NIRS signals and remove biological fluc-
tuations. Besides, this process was also used as a basis for the averaging processing
as shown in Figure 4.12. By averaging a few numbers of the same tasks, the data can
be more clarified. In this study, the values of oxy-Hb concentration changes were
added based on the task frequency on each background colour to calculate their
value.
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Figure 4.11: Baseline processing
Figure 4.12: Averaging processing
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4.3 Malay language sound with five emotions
4.3.1 Language sound sample production
We recorded five sets Malay sentences to compare emotionally neutral and
emotionally charged for each language sound. Each set was repeated twice, with-
out and with emotional intonation. We used sentences without obvious emotional
connotations to examine the influence of emotional intonation instead of semantic
content. In addition, we only recorded 4[s] length of each sentence in order to focus
more on emotional effect instead of the sentence itself. Figure 4.13 shows the sample
of Malay sentences and Figure 4.14 shows its English translation.
Figure 4.13: Sample of Malay sentence recording
Figure 4.14: Sample of Malay sentence recording in English translation
4.3.2 Language sound sample verification
A verification test was conducted on the Malay sentences to confirm that each
sound conveyed the intended emotion to Japanese individuals unfamiliar with Malay
language sounds. We had 44 subjects (37 males, 7 females) listened to the recording
sounds and were asked to answer a questionnaire as discussed in section 4.2. The
questionnaire answered were then analysed. Figure 4.15 shows the result obtained
from the questionnaire. Most of the participants identified the intended emotions
correctly and clear enough, and from this result, we judged that the sounds with five
emotions and the questionnaire were suitable and could be used for the experiment.
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Figure 4.15: Verification test results of Malay language sound
4.3.3 Brain activity observation
This procedure mostly had been discussed in section 4.2 Experimentation. For
Malay language sound, we had 27 subjects (23 males. 4 females) participated in the
experiment. The subjects were instructed to perform the task while having their
head with the NIRS on for the measurement. Figure 4.16 presents a block process
for the experiment. The NIRS measurement was conducted throughout the process.
Figure 4.16: Block process for the experiment
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4.3.4 Results
For all 27 subjects, the oxy-Hb concentration changes were measured every
0.1[s] with the NIRS system and were averaged for both emotionally neutral and
emotionally toned sounds. These values are referred to as average NIRS signal
values. However, only the measured data from 26 subjects will be analysed for each
channel. This is because one of the subject’s data was broken and could not be
recovered. Therefore, the broken data will not be included in the analysis. The
average NIRS signal values have been averaged for both sounds without and with
emotions presence of the language areas.
The corresponded channels for language areas are CH 11, CH 17, CH 22, CH
29, CH 30, CH 31, Ch 32, and CH 38. To compare which one that activated the
language areas of the brain, we analysed the average NIRS signal values by using
t-test statistical analysis (α= 0.05) for these channels. The overall t-test statistical
analysis result for sounds without emotions and sounds with emotions was shown in
Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: NIRS signal values for language areas t-test statistical analysis for
sounds without emotions and sounds with emotions (α= 0.05)
Malay language sounds Mean Variance t p
Without emotions -0.057 0.0005
1.7125 0.081
With emotions -0.0754 0.0006
Table 4.1 shows that the t-test statistical analysis stated that there is no sig-
nificant difference between both sounds without and with emotions presence. Then,
we further analysed the activated channel data for each emotion since we used five
different emotions (happiness, surprised, sadness, anger, fear) in this experiment.
Table 4.2 shows each emotion t-test statistical analysis (α= 0.05) of CH30 which
corresponded to BA22 for sounds without and with emotions presence.
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Table 4.2: NIRS signal values for each emotion t-test statistical analysis of CH30
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Table 4.2 also stated that the t-test statistical analysis expressed no any signif-
icant differences for the NIRS signal values of sounds without all emotions presence
compared to those with respective emotions. Next, the graph for oxy-Hb concentra-
tion changes of CH 30 for emotionally neutral sounds and emotionally toned sounds
plotted by using POTATo software is shown in Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 respec-
tively. The plot expressed no any obvious different on oxy-Hb concentration changes
when subjects listened to emotionally neutral sounds compared to emotionally toned
sounds.
Figure 4.17: Emotionally neutral sounds plot for CH 30
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Figure 4.18: Emotionally toned sounds plot for CH 30
4.4 Reversed Japanese language sound with five emo-
tions
4.4.1 Language sound sample production
As Malay language sounds, we recorded as well five sets of Japanese sentences.
The Japanese sentences were reversed in the recording, making a non-understandable
sound despite the language being subjects’ native language. This was done to pre-
serve the neutrality (the meaning of the sentence does not carry any emotional load)
of the sentence as it is crucial to this experiment. A similar technique was used
to investigate the effects of familiar language sounds on the brain functions of in-
fants using NIRS [54]. Each sound was repeated twice, without and with emotional
intonation. In addition, we only recorded 4[s] length of each sentence in order to
focus more on emotional effect instead of the sentence itself. Figure 4.20 shows the
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sample of Japanese sentences and its English translation was shown as Figure 4.14
in section 4.3.1.
Figure 4.19: Reversed concept of the sentence
Figure 4.20: Sample of reversed Japanese sentence recording
4.4.2 Language sound sample verification
We had the same number of subjects as the Malay language sounds verifica-
tion test, which was 44 subjects (37 males, 7 females) participated in the reversed
Japanese language sounds verification test. The questionnaire answered were anal-
ysed. Figure 4.21 shows the result obtained from the questionnaire. Most of the
participants identified the intended emotions correctly and clear enough, and from
this result, we judged that the reversed Japanese sounds with five emotions and the
questionnaire were suitable and could be used for the experiment.
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Figure 4.21: Verification test results of reversed Japanese language sound
4.4.3 Brain activity observation
Experimentation mostly had been discussed in section 4.2. As well as Malay
language sound, we also had 27 subjects (23 males. 4 females) participated in the
reversed Japanese language sounds experiment. The subjects were instructed to
perform the task while having their head with the NIRS on for the measurement.
The block process of the experiment is shown in Figure 4.16 in section 4.3.3. The
NIRS measurement was conducted throughout the process.
4.4.4 Results
As well as section 4.3.4, for all 27 subjects, the oxy-Hb concentration changes
also were measured every 0.1[s] with the NIRS system and were averaged for both
emotionally neutral and emotionally toned sounds. These values are referred to as
average NIRS signal values. However, only the measured data from 26 subjects will
be analysed for each channel. This is because one of the subject’s data was broken
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and could not be recovered. Therefore, the broken data will not be included in
the analysis. The average NIRS signal values have been averaged for both sounds
without and with emotions presence.
The corresponded channels for language areas are CH 11, CH 17, CH 22, CH
29, CH 30, CH 31, Ch 32, and CH 38. To compare which one that activated the
language areas of the brain, we analysed the average NIRS signal values by using
t-test statistical analysis (α= 0.05) for these channels. The overall t-test statistical
analysis result for sounds without emotions and sounds with emotions was shown in
Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: NIRS signal values for language areas t-test statistical analysis for
sounds without emotions and sounds with emotions (α= 0.05)
Reversed Japanese
language sounds
Mean Variance t p
Without emotions 0.1118 0.0033
1.1035 0.1659
With emotions 0.0586 0.0065
Table 4.3 shows that there is no significant difference between both sounds
without and with emotions presence. Then, we further analysed the activated chan-
nel data for each emotion since we used five different emotions (happiness, surprised,
sadness, anger, fear) in this experiment. Table 4.4 shows each emotion t-test sta-
tistical analysis (α= 0.05) of CH30 which corresponded to BA22 for sounds without
and with emotions presence.
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Table 4.4: NIRS signal values for each emotion t-test statistical analysis of CH30
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Table 4.4 stated that sounds without surprised and fear emotions presence have
higher NIRS signal value compared to those without respective emotions. Further-
more, the t-test statistical analysis for those emotions perform significant differences
for the NIRS signal value. From these results, we suggested that higher NIRS signal
values have been observed when subjects listened to the reversed Japanese sounds
without emotions compared to the sounds with emotions presence.
The graph for oxy-Hb concentration changes of CH 30 for emotionally neutral
sounds and emotionally toned sounds plotted by using POTATo software is shown
in Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22 respectively. Overall, it may be said that reversed
Japanese sounds without emotions displayed a higher rate of changes in oxy-Hb in
comparison to reversed Japanese sentences with the presence of emotions.
Figure 4.22: Emotionally neutral sounds plot for CH 30
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Figure 4.23: Emotionally toned sounds plot for CH 30
4.5 Reversed Japanese language sound with three emo-
tions
The reversed Japanese language sound with three emotions was extended from
reversed Japanese language sound with five emotions. We decided to make the task
more difficult compared to language sound with five emotions. We believed that
brain activity will express better results in details if we conduct the task at a more
challenging level.
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4.5.1 Language sound sample production
Unlike reversed Japanese language sounds with five emotions, we recorded five
Japanese sentences. Each sentence was recorded four times—without emotion into-
nation, happiness, sadness, and anger emotions presence. All the recorded Japanese
sentences were reversed, making a non-understandable sound despite the language
being subjects’ native language. This was done to preserve the neutrality (the mean-
ing of the sentence does not carry any emotional load) of the sentence as it is crucial
to this experiment too. In addition, we only recorded 2[s] length of each sound in
order to focus more on emotional effect instead of the sentence itself. The reversed
concept is the same as reversed Japanese language sound with five emotions as shown
in Figure 4.19 from section 4.4.1.
4.5.2 Language sound sample verification
To gauge whether each reversed language sound with emotion is perceived as a
sound with the intended emotion, we conducted a verification test with 30 Japanese
speakers whose ages ranged from 18 to 22 years. The subjects listened to 15 recorded
language sounds (five different sentences with three emotions) and then chose one
of the five emotions; happiness, sadness, anger, fear, or surprise as the emotion
expressed by each sound in the recording. Figure 4.24 shows the sample of Japanese
sentences and Figure 4.25 shows its English translation. The block process of the
verification test shows in Figure 4.26.
Figure 4.24: Sample of reversed Japanese sentence with three emotions recording
Figure 4.25: Sample of reversed Japanese sentence with three emotions recording
in English translation
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Figure 4.26: Block process of the verification test
The questionnaire answered were analysed. Table 4.5 shows the result obtained
from the questionnaire. The percentages of subjects who answered correctly varied
from 26% to 100%. Most of the students confused the happiness with surprised.
The recording of sounds with sadness emotion, however, was often mistaken as
sounds expressed with fear. As for sounds delivered with anger emotion, they were
frequently confounded with either surprised and fear emotions.
Generally, sounds conveyed with anger emotion have higher validity percent-
age compared to happiness and sadness emotions. For our purposes, we regarded
language sounds with more than 70% correct answers as ones that convey emotions
correctly and clear enough, and decided to use three sets of reversed sentences as
sound samples for our NIRS brain function experiment.
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Table 4.5: Verification test results
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4.5.3 Brain activity observation
Experimentation mostly had been discussed in section 4.2. For reversed Japanese
language sound with three emotions, we had 21 subjects (19 males, 2 females) par-
ticipated in the experiment. Three sounds expressed with happiness, sadness, and
anger respectively were selected from the verification test. The same sounds without
any emotional effects also have been prepared which make up a total of six record-
ings. The subjects were instructed to perform the task while having their head with
the NIRS on for the measurement.
The NIRS measurement was conducted throughout the process and the block
process of the experiment was displayed in Figure 4.27. After each subject finished
listening to each of the sound recordings, they were asked to choose the emotion
expressed by the language sound from the questionnaire. An example of the ques-
tionnaire used in the study is shown in Figure 4.28 and its English translation is
shown in Figure 4.29.
Figure 4.27: Block process of reversed Japanese language sound with three emo-
tions experiment
Figure 4.28: Sample of questionnaire for reversed Japanese language sound with
three emotions experiment
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Figure 4.29: English translation of questionnaire for reversed Japanese language
sound with three emotions experiment
4.5.4 Results
As well as section 4.4.4, for all 21 subjects, the oxy-Hb concentration changes
also were measured every 0.1[s] with the NIRS system and were averaged for both
emotionally toned and emotionally neutral sounds. These values are referred to as
average NIRS signal values. The average NIRS signal values have been averaged for
both sounds with and without emotions presence. The corresponded channels for
language areas are CH 11, CH 17, CH 22, CH 29, CH 30, CH 31, Ch 32, and CH 38.
To compare which one that activated the language areas of the brain, we analysed
the average NIRS signal values by using t-test statistical analysis (α= 0.05) for these
channels. The overall t-test statistical analysis result for sounds with emotions and
sounds without emotions was shown in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: NIRS signal values for language areas t-test statistical analysis for
sounds with emotions and sounds without emotions (α= 0.05)
Reversed Japanese
language sounds
Mean Variance t p
With emotions 0.0404* 0.0012
4.1881 0.0263
Without emotions 0.0276 0.0009
*p<0.05
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Table 4.6 shows that average NIRS signal value for sounds with emotions is
higher than those without emotions for language areas of the brain that were covered
by the NIRS probes. Furthermore, the t-test statistical analysis stated a significant
difference (p<0.05) between both sounds with and without emotions presence. Then,
we further analysed the data for each emotion since we used three different emotions
(happiness, sadness, anger) in this experiment. Table 4.7 shows each emotion t-test
statistical analysis (α= 0.05) of CH38 which corresponded to BA45 for sounds with
and without emotions presence.
Table 4.7: NIRS signal values for each emotion t-test statistical analysis of CH38
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Table 4.7 stated that sounds with happiness, sadness, and anger emotions pres-
ence have higher NIRS signal value compared to those without respective emotions.
Furthermore, the t-test statistical analysis for each emotion performs significant dif-
ferences (p<0.001) for the NIRS signal value. From these results, we suggested that
higher NIRS signal values have been observed when subjects listened to the reversed
Japanese sounds with emotions compared to the sounds without emotions presence.
The graph for oxy-Hb concentration changes of CH 38 for emotionally toned
sounds and emotionally neutral sounds plotted by using POTATo software is shown
in Figure 4.30 and Figure 4.31 respectively. Overall, reversed Japanese sounds with
three emotions show more explicit results than reversed Japanese sounds with five
emotions and it may be said that reversed Japanese sounds with emotions displayed a
higher rate of changes in oxy-Hb in comparison to reversed Japanese sounds without
the presence of emotions.
Figure 4.30: Emotionally toned sounds plot for CH 38
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Figure 4.31: Emotionally neutral sounds plot for CH 38
4.6 Discussion
In this study, relative changes of blood Haemoglobin (Hb) concentration in the
brain were observed by using near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) system to see the
brain function activities of the subjects while they were listening to the sounds that
they did not understand, with and without emotions. The oxygenated Hb (oxy-Hb)
concentration changes in subjects’ brains recorded were mapped onto 2D topography
images. The images were analysed concerning the functions of brain regions.
Figure 4.29 and Figure 4.30 show 2D topography images of brain activity that
were constructed from NIRS measurement. The figures show typical examples of Hb
concentration images created from the Hb measurements while the experiment was
conducted. The red region on the topographic results represents higher concentration
changes in blood Hb, whereas the blue region represents lower concentration changes,
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i.e. the red region shows high brain activity and the blue region shows less brain
activity or a calm state.
Figure 4.32: Typical 2D topography images of brain activity with channel labelled
Figure 4.33: Typical 2D topography images of brain activity with corresponding
Brodmann areas (BA) labelled
4.6.1 Malay language sound with five emotions
The results from the NIRS measurement demonstrate that Malay language
sounds did not expressed any obvious different on the rate of changes in oxy-Hb
at language areas when comparing Malay language sounds with and without the
presence of emotions. However, the results from the subjects listening to the sounds
without emotions showed that Channel (CH) 30 which roughly correspond to BA 22
tended to experience higher levels of change in Hb concentration. BA 22 (Wernicke’s
area) is important in processing complex sound [55]. It also participates together
with BA 21, which believed to play a part in auditory processing and language such
as selective processing of speech [55][56].
On the other hand, a part of this experiment’s region of interests (ROI) which
correspond to Broca’s area relative to BA 44 and 45 showed less activation in both
Malay language sounds with and without emotions. Since Malay language sound is
the new sound for the subjects and Broca’s area seems to be involved in grammatical
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processing, the subjects could not pick up any meaning from Malay language sound
which causes less activation at Broca’s area [57].
Besides, most of the channels which roughly correspond to BA 9 and 10, have
higher oxy-Hb concentration changes while subjects listened to the emotionally toned
Malay language sounds. BA 9 and 10 are the part of the front polar region in the
frontal cortex and have significant participation in memory, especially working mem-
ory including attention to human voices and emotional stimuli processing [58][59].
To sum up, the findings suggest that although Japanese subjects never heard
the Malay language sounds before, the subjects could recognize it as a language
sound when there are no emotions present in the sound. Thus, we believed that
sentences with emotions are might not suitable for learning a new language in com-
munication as difficulties with auditory encoding may impede language acquisition
[60]. These, contradict with Mazur et al.’s finding that suggests the emotions might
be an effective way for language learning [61]. Subjects’ brain gave too much atten-
tion to the emotion rather than to the language. On the contrary, this indicates that
the emotional content can affect the attention because emotional stimuli are likely
to “grab” attention [62]. Thus, we deduced that the emotions in the Malay language
sound were successfully conveyed when the subjects listened to the emotionally toned
sounds. Ezster argue that listeners can detect and recognise emotional states from
speakers with a different language and cultural background as the process involved
emotional stimuli [63].
4.6.2 Reversed Japanese language sound with five emotions
The results from NIRS measurement show that reversed Japanese language
sounds without emotions displayed a higher rate of changes in oxy-Hb at language
areas in comparison to reversed Japanese language sounds with the presence of
emotions. The results show the same tendency as Malay language sound. However,
reversed Japanese language sound activate language areas more than Malay language
sound. We believed that the results showed the same tendency because the experi-
ment for reversed Japanese language sound was conducted right after the experiment
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for Malay language sound. The effects from Malay language sound experiment might
affect the experiment results of reversed Japanese language sound. Furthermore, the
results from the subjects listening to the sounds with emotions showed that CH 30
which roughly correspond to BA 22 tended to experience higher levels of change in
Hb concentration. As discussed in section 4.6.1, BA 22 is corresponded to Wernicke’s
area which is for language input.
On the other hand, a part of this experiment’s ROI which correspond to
Broca’s area relative to BA 44 and 45 showed less activation in reversed Japanese
language sounds with and without emotions. These language areas of the brain are
commonly used to interpret grammar and vocabulary. Since reversed Japanese lan-
guage sounds were used in this experiment, we suspect that the subjects who are all
native speakers of Japanese were not able to pick up the meaning of the sentences,
instead, the familiarity of the sound with emotions activate the auditory process-
ing exceptionally [55][56][57]. This is because the presence of emotion modulates
auditory processing [64].
Besides, we found out that BA 10 which located at the frontal areas of the
brain that are associated with working memory were highly activated when the
subjects listened to all five sounds with emotion. Prefrontal cortex such as BA 10
participates in working memory, which is a limited capacity system required for the
ability to maintain and manipulate information over short periods in the service of
other cognitive tasks.
The vast majority of studies examining the link between emotion and work-
ing memory have focused on emotional state. Most studies have found that mood
induction results in a change in cognitive task performance [62]. Even though the
sentences have been reversed, BA 10 which also involved in emotions processing of
subjects’ brain also highly activated [65]. As mentioned in section 4.6.1, listeners
can recognise emotions from speakers in any language [63]. Even though this study
reversed the emotional sentences to filter out the effect of sentence meaning, the
familiarity of the sound encouraged the accuracy of emotion detection [66]. The
results also stated that subjects’ brain areas related to working memory and emo-
tion processing activated the most while listening to the sound with the presence of
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emotion. This suggests that sentences spoken with emotional load may be slightly
preferable to sentences without emotions for sounds recognition of familiar language
and maintaining information over short periods.
4.6.3 Reversed Japanese language sound with three emotions
Overall, reversed Japanese sounds with three emotions show more explicit
results than reversed Japanese sounds with five emotions and it may be said that
reversed Japanese sounds with emotions displayed a higher rate of changes in oxy-Hb
atlanguage areas in comparison to reversed Japanese sounds without the presence
of emotions. The results from the subjects listening to the sounds with emotions
showed that CH 38 which roughly correspond to BA 45 tended to experience higher
levels of change in Hb concentration.
We observed higher activation at language areas (Broca’s area) which related
to BA 44 and 45. This is because the emotions used are much more simple and
clearer that significantly enhance the brain activities in that area. The linguistic
areas used emotion expressed in the language sounds like a clue to try to comprehend
the sentences. The brain instinctively tried to process the emotions expressed in the
language sounds [67][68]. Therefore, the author concluded that sentences spoken
with emotional load may be preferable to sentences without emotions for sounds
recognition of familiar language and maintaining information over short periods.
Besides, if the emotions are successfully conveyed, the language areas also might be
activated.
As discussed in section 4.6.2, BA 10 and 46 from the prefrontal cortex are
involved in working memory and also emotions processing [65]. Emotions can be
recognised easily regardless of language used, particularly when speaker’s language
and listener’s language matched each other [63][66]. This study also suggests that
despite the sentences have been reversed, the emotions are successfully conveyed and
activated subjects brain.
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4.7 Conclusion
In conclusion, this chapter discussed the effect of emotion in language sounds.
Thus, the following points are provided:
• Malay language sounds with five emotions did not show any obvious change
at the language areas of subjects’ brain. The subjects recognize the Malay
language as a language sound better when there is no presence of emotions,
since the Malay language is a new language to them. On the other hand,
subjects could comprehend the emotions conveyed in Malay sentences, even
though they could not understand the meaning of the sentences. We concluded
that too much attention on emotion, distract the activation of language areas.
• Reversed Japanese language sounds with five emotions did not activate the
language areas of subjects’ brain. As well as Malay language sounds, the
subjects also could recognize the emotions conveyed even the sentences have
been reversed that left an impact on working memory. Even though, reversed
Japanese language sound activated language areas more than Malay language
sound, we believed that the results of reversed Japanese sound have been
affected by Malay language sound. Therefore, we also concluded that too
much attention on emotion, distract the activation of language areas.
• Reversed Japanese language sounds with three emotions did activate the lan-
guage areas subjects’ brain. Not only that, working memory and emotion
processing of the brain also significantly activated. Since only three emotions
have been used for this experiment, more significant results have been revealed.
If the emotions are successfully conveyed, the subjects’ brain tried to compre-
hend the meaning of the sentences.
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Cognitive Task on Different
Background Colours
In this chapter, the details of the emotion process experiments are discussed. This
chapter consists of three different experiments. Each experiment will be discussed in
section 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 respectively in details. However, the methodology applied
in the three experiments were almost the same and will be discussed separately in
section 5.2.
Figure 5.1: Three experiments in Chapter 5
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5.1 Cognitive performance and background colour
Tablet computers have been used to enhance people’s daily lives and to inten-
sify the cognitive ability of the brain. Many studies have proposed that when people
using a tablet computer, the design of a tablet computer screen can give an effect
on attention, concentration, and performance of the brain [19]. Several studies also
have examined font type and background colour combinations on a computer screen
concerning the impact on task performance [15][16]. The purpose of this research
is to investigate the effects of screen background colours on the brain functions in
order to enhance users’ cognitive ability such as working memory and concentration
especially for elderly people.
Herein, we examined the performance and brain functions of a subject when
completing a task on different background colours of a tablet computer. The authors
explored the brain activities of the subjects to observe the differences in the brain
regions related to working memory and concentration. The focus was to determine
the background colour appropriate for enhancing cognitive abilities and improving
performance. As an ageing population is a serious social problem, this study also
compared the brain activities of the two groups. By using near-infrared spectroscopy
(NIRS), this research will attempt to investigate the activities of the brain when the
subjects are exposed to different screen background colours.
The authors hope that the result of this research will contribute to designing
effective and comfortable screen backgrounds for people to learn and use Information
and Communication Technology (ICT) devices. Besides, the results could assist in
determining a suitable method to enhance cognitive ability. Thus, it could contribute
to improving the quality of life for people.
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5.2 Methodology
There are two main step of the experiment. The first step is cognitive task
design. The, it will follow by the brain activity observation. Figure 5.2 shows the
step of the experiment for this study.
Figure 5.2: Procedure step of the experiment
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5.2.1 Cognitive task design
All procedures used in this research were approved by the Ethical Committee
of Shibaura Institute of Technology. In this study, the black text will be combined
with different colours as a screen background. The background colours to be used
for the brain training tasks were blue, red, white, yellow, and green. The two brain
training tasks were circle counting task (CCT) and reading span task (RST). Both
of the tasks will be conducted on a tablet computer. The tablet that we used in
this study is Lenovo Yoga 2 with 10.1” of screen size and (1920x1200) pixels of
resolutions.
NIRS will be used to measure the change of cerebral blood volume of the sub-
jects during the task. Moreover, we can understand the activated sites of the brain
concerning the effects of different background colours by analysing NIRS signals.
Table 5.1 shows the characteristics of the colour that will be used in the experi-
ment. Formulas suggested by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) were used
to calculate these values [69].














White #FFFFFF 255 765 21 100
Blue #0000FF 29 255 2.44 7.22
Green #00FF00 150 255 15.3 71.52
Red #FF0000 76 255 5.25 21.26
Yellow #FFFF00 226 510 19.56 92.78
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Figure 5.3: The tablet computer used in the experiment
CCT is the task where subjects need to count the circle in a time given. The
circle will be drawn randomly with other shapes such as star and triangle. CCT
requires subjects’ attention and concentration. On the other hand, RST is the task
where subjects need to read aloud a sentence while memorising the underlined word
in the same sentence. RST focuses on the working memory areas of the brain. Figure
5.4 and 5.5 show the sample of CCT and RST prepared on a single background colour
of a tablet computer respectively. Both of the brain training tasks will be discussed
in details in the section of each experiment.
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Figure 5.4: The sample of CCT
Figure 5.5: The sample of RST
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5.2.2 Participants
Healthy two groups of subjects (males and females) were recruited to partici-
pate in this study. All the subjects reported no colour vision deficiency at the time
of the experiment. The two groups were university students (between 18-26 years
old) and elderly people (between 65-81 years old). Both of the subjects groups’ first
language is Japanese. The subjects were given explanations before undertaking the
tasks. Informed consent was obtained from all individual participants involved in
the study, with all experiments being carried out at Shibaura Institute of Technol-
ogy. Completion of all background colours of the tasks required 10-30 minutes. All
of them performed the tasks on the tablet computer without any trouble during the
experiment.
5.2.3 Experimentation
In this study, we used a NIRS system developed by Hitachi Medical Corpora-
tion (WOT-100, 16 channels) to observe and record haemoglobin (Hb) concentration
of the brain of every subject in every 0.2[s]. Brain areas activation can be detected
by the increments of the values of the oxygenated Hb (oxy-Hb) changes. A built-
in (2 × 6) measurement probes were alternated between irradiation and detection
probes. The distances between the irradiation and detection probes (measurement
area) are called channels and are 30[mm] apart. The head gear of WOT-100 is shown
in Figure 5.6. After the headgear was ready, it was then applied to the subject’s
head. The channels are covered in the frontal region of the prefrontal cortex. The
mounting position of probes and NIRS measurement areas are shown in Figure 5.7.
Figures 5.8 shows young and elderly female subjects with optical topography probes
applied to their forehead and the position of the headgear.
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Figure 5.6: WOT-100 headgear
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Figure 5.7: Channel mapping of NIRS WOT-100
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Figure 5.8: Positions of NIRS WOT-100 probe on the subjects’ head
Before starting the experiment, the signals were first tested to confirm whether
they were properly acquired and irradiated using the utility provided in the NIRS
system, as shown in Figure 5.9. If the signals were not properly received, the head-
gear was fixed and positioned once again until all signals were confirmed to be
received by all channels. The complications were often due to the amount of sub-
ject’s hair and the size of the head which can prevent the light radiation to reach
the scalp. This experiment must not be conducted before ensuring that the signals
are properly received.
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Figure 5.9: Confirmation screen of NIRS WOT-100 probe signal check
The experiment was conducted with two tasks on the tablet computer, which
are CCT and RST on different background colours to identify which part of brain
functions will show activation. The background colours were white, blue, yellow, red,
and green on a black text with random order. The experiment has been conducted
one to one which is one subject with one tester. The brains functions of each subject
were measured throughout the experiment. The experiment was recorded with a
video camera to synchronize the timing of starting the task with the timing of the
NIRS measurement.
None of the subjects experienced any difficulties with the tasks. After com-
pleting the task for each background colour, the subjects responded to a designated
questionnaire to provide feedback about the task and their personal information.
The questionnaire asked the subjects to rate their tiredness, readability, difficulty,
colour preferences and concentration levels on a five-point Likert scale. The original
and its English translation of the questionnaire sample is shown in Figure 5.10 and
5.11 respectively.
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Figure 5.10: Questionnaire sample for brain training task with background colour
Figure 5.11: English translation of questionnaire sample for brain training task
with background colour
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5.2.4 Data analysis
The oxy-Hb concentration changes in subjects’ brains recorded during the ex-
periment were averaged. The average NIRS signal value then will be compared and
t-test statistical analysis will be performed on the average NIRS signal value to deter-
mine any significant differences. Furthermore, the recorded oxygenated haemoglobin
(oxy-Hb) concentration changes will be plotted by using the Platform of Optical To-
pography Analysis Tools (POTATo).
POTATo is an integrated analytical environment for fNIRS signals, which
is provided by NeU corporation. A POTATo is a MATLAB-based software which
adapts the analysis framework of exploratory data analysis (EDA) proposed by John
W. T., an American statistician in 1977. EDA focuses on the exploration of data
characteristics, often with visual methods rather than the conventional hypothe-
sis test and EDA offers more realistic data analysis. POTATo supports EDA by
equipping various graphs for data visualization [53].
Figure 5.12: POTATo (MATLAB based software)
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Figure 5.12 shows the interface of the POTATo software. The NIRS signal
usually contains a lot of biological noises because of the human brain, which is very
complex and reacts easily even with a small stimulus. To obtain a better signal, it
is necessary to remove the noises. Therefore, by using POTATo software, baseline
processing was applied to clarify the change of reaction between before and after a
task.
As shown in Figure 5.13, the average value of oxy-Hb concentration changes
‘before’ was defined as a baseline. Then the average value was subtracted from the
value of oxy-Hb concentration changes ‘task’. This procedure was applied for all
phases and all of the channels to normalize NIRS signals and remove biological fluc-
tuations. Besides, this process was also used as a basis for the averaging processing
as shown in Figure 5.14. By averaging a few numbers of the same tasks, the data can
be more clarified. In this study, the values of oxy-Hb concentration changes were
added based on the task frequency on each background colour to calculate their
value.
Figure 5.13: Baseline processing
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Figure 5.14: Averaging processing
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5.3 CCT on five background colours
5.3.1 Cognitive task design
CCT was chosen to investigate the concentration areas of the brain as a focus-
ing task. Five sets of the CCT represents five background colours which are white,
blue, red, yellow, and green background colours with black text were developed for
this experiment. Each test set consisted of ten CCT questions. All task pages were
designed in the same way: three different symbols including circle were drawn ran-
domly and presented in black on a single-color background of the tablet screen as
shown from Figure 5.15 until Figure 5.19.
Figure 5.15: CCT on white background colour
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Figure 5.16: CCT on blue background colour
Figure 5.17: CCT on green background colour
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Figure 5.18: CCT on red background colour
Figure 5.19: CCT on yellow background colour
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5.3.2 Brain activity observation
Experimentation mostly had been discussed in section 5.2. A total of 30
Japanese subjects (20 young people, 10 elderly people) participated in the CCT ex-
periment. 20 young people (15 males, 5 females) were university students (between
18-22 years old) and 10 elderly people (7 males, 3 females) (between 66-78 years
old). The subjects were told to count the number of the circle on each background
colour in a short period. The background colour sets were in random order for every
subject. Figure 5.20 shows the block process of the CCT experiment. After com-
pleting the task for each background colour, the subjects responded to a designated
questionnaire as discussed in 5.2.3. The NIRS value was recorded from the start
until the end of the experiment.
Figure 5.20: The block process of the CCT experiment
5.3.3 Results
CCT has 10 questions for each background colour and 10 as the highest score
point for each has been calculated. The average percentages of the CCT score for
each background colour were summarized in Figure 5.21. Figure 5.21 shows the
average percentages of the CCT score for both young and elderly subjects. From
Figure 5.21, the results show that the average percentages of the CCT score were
the highest for the yellow background colour for both young and elderly subjects.
However, the white background colour had the lowest average percentages of the
CCT score for both young and elderly subjects.
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Figure 5.21: The average percentages of the CCT score
To find a significant difference between the average percentages of the CCT
score for both young and elderly subjects, the t-test statistical analysis (α= 0.05) has
been conducted. Table 5.2 summarizes the t-test statistical analysis results. From
Table 5.2, the average percentages of the CCT score for the young subject is higher
than the elderly subject. Furthermore, t-test statistical analysis stated that there is
a significant difference (p<0.001) between the average percentages of the CCT score
of young and elderly subjects.
Table 5.2: The average percentages of the CCT score t-test statistical analysis
for young and elderly subjects (α= 0.05)
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The authors then analysed variance (ANOVA) test (α= 0.05) to examine the
significance of differences in the average percentages of CCT score among five back-
ground colours for both young and elderly subjects. Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 sum-
marizes ANOVA test results for both young and elderly subjects respectively. Based
on the results summarized in Table 5.3, the ANOVA test results demonstrated that
there was a significant difference among the five background colours in the average
percentages of the CCT score for the young subject. However, from Table 5.4, the
ANOVA test results demonstrated that there was no significant difference among the
five background colours in the average percentages of the CCT score for the elderly
subject.
Table 5.3: The average percentages of the CCT score ANOVA test among five
background colours for young subject (α= 0.05)
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Table 5.4: The average percentages of the CCT score ANOVA test among five
background colours for elderly subject (α= 0.05)







The author also then conducted a t-test statistical analysis (α= 0.05) on the
average percentages of the CCT scores for both young and elderly subjects of every
background colour with white background colour since white background colour is
the commonly used as a screen background colour. Table 5.5 and Table 5.6 shows
the summary of t-test statistical analysis conducted on the average percentages of
CCT score for both young and elderly subjects to determine a significant difference
between each background colour with the white background colour.
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Table 5.5: The average percentages of the CCT score t-test statistical analysis
between each background colour with white background colour for young subject
(α= 0.05)
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Table 5.6: The average percentages of the CCT score t-test statistical analysis
between each background colour with white background colour for elderly subject
(α= 0.05)














The results from Table 5.5 demonstrates that the average percentages of the
CCT score on blue, green, and yellow background colours have significant differences
(p<0.05) and (p<0.01) between the average percentages of the CCT score on a white
background colour for the young subject. On the other hand, Table 5.6 reveals that
the average percentages of the CCT score on yellow and blue background colours
have significant differences (p<0.05) between the average percentages of the CCT
score on a white background colour for the elderly subject. For all 30 subjects, the
oxy-Hb concentration changes also which has been recorded by using wearable NIRS
system during the experiment will be analysed. For each subject, the values of oxy-
Hb concentration changes measured every 0.2[s] were averaged for each background
colour for both young and elderly subjects. These values are referred to as average
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NIRS signal values. Figure 5.22 shows the average NIRS value for each background
colour of young and elderly subjects.
Figure 5.22: The average NIRS value of the CCT
Figure 5.22 shows that white background colour activated the frontal area of
the brain the most for both young and elderly subjects for CCT. Next, to compare
which one that activated the brain functions, we analysed the average NIRS signal
values by using t-test statistical analysis (α= 0.05). The overall t-test statistical
analysis result between young and elderly subjects was shown in Table 5.7.
Table 5.7: The average NIRS signal value t-test statistical analysis for young and
elderly subjects (α= 0.05)
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Based on Table 5.7, the young subject had higher average NIRS value com-
pared to the elderly subject when performed CCT. Furthermore, t-test statistical
analysis reveals a significant difference (p<0.01) between the average NIRS value
of young and elderly subjects. Then, we further analysed the data for each back-
ground colour since we used five different background colours (white, blue, green,
red, yellow) in this experiment. Table 5.8 and Table 5.9 shows each background
colour ANOVA test (α= 0.05) for both young and elderly subjects.
Table 5.8: The average NIRS value ANOVA test among five background colours
for young subject (α= 0.05)
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Table 5.9: The average NIRS value ANOVA test among five background colours
for elderly subject (α= 0.05)








Table 5.8 and 5.9 stated the same tendency which white background colour
has the highest NIRS signal value, while the red background colour has the lowest
NIRS signal value. The ANOVA test also expressed significant differences (p<0.05)
for the NIRS signal values. Then, we analysed the NIRS signal values in further
details by examining the NIRS topography recorded during the experiment. The
topography of oxy-Hb images data from all subjects were averaged. Figure 5.23 and
Figure 5.24 show the oxy-Hb topography images of each background colour for both
young and elderly subjects respectively.
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Figure 5.23: Average oxy-Hb topography images of CCT for young subjects on
each background colour
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Figure 5.24: Average oxy-Hb topography images of CCT for elderly subjects on
each background colour
Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24 show the average oxy-Hb topography images of
both young and elderly subjects respectively. Red region represents high activa-
tion while blue region represents low activation of the area. From both figures, we
observed the same tendency which is higher activation when both young and el-
derly subjects performed CCT on the white background colour. We then analysed
the questionnaire answered by subjects right after they finish performed the CCT.
Figures 5.25 summarize the average value of responses to the questionnaire items
answered by both young and elderly subjects for each background colour. The ques-
tionnaire asked the subjects to rate only their tiredness, readability, difficulty, and
concentration levels on a five-point Likert scale.
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Overall, it may be said that both young and elderly subjects performed the
lowest on the white background colour. However, the subjects’ brain displayed a
higher rate of changes in oxy-Hb on white background colour in comparison to other
background colours. From questionnaire results, we can understand that young
subject felt least tired and can concentrate the most on white background colour
even though the average percentages of CCT score is the lowest. However, the elderly
subject stated that they felt most tired on white background colour which affected
higher average NIRS value.
Figure 5.25: Questionnaire answered by young subject (left) and elderly subject
(right)
5.4 RST on five background colours
5.4.1 Cognitive task design
RST is a common task used to test working memory and reading comprehen-
sion. Five sets of RST represent five background colours which are white, blue, red,
yellow, and green background colours with black text were developed for this exper-
iment. Each test set consisted of five RST questions. A total of 67 sentences were
obtained from the original Japanese RST [70][71][72]. All task pages were designed
in the same way: two sentences with one underlined word each in a short Japanese
sentence were presented in black on a single-colour background of a tablet screen as
shown in Figure 5.26 until Figure 5.30.
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Figure 5.26: RST on white background colour
Figure 5.27: RST on blue background colour
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Figure 5.28: RST on green background colour
Figure 5.29: RST on red background colour
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Figure 5.30: RST on yellow background colour
5.4.2 Brain activity observation
Experimentation mostly had been discussed in section 5.2. A total of 29
Japanese subjects (22 young people, 7 elderly people) participated in the RST ex-
periment. 22 young people (18 males, 4 females) were university students (between
18-25 years old) and 7 elderly people (4 males, 3 females) (between 69-79 years old).
The subjects were told to memorize the underlined words in the sentences while
reading the sentences aloud on each background colour. Then, the subjects need to
recall the underlined words and say them aloud in a short period. The rule was,
the target word of the last sentences should not be recalled as a first word. A blank
page with respective background colour appeared at every interval of the questions
for 10 seconds. This page was used as a resting task for subjects’ brain. Figure
5.31 shows the block process of the RST experiment. After completing the task for
each background colour, the subjects responded to a designated questionnaire as
discussed in 5.2.3. The NIRS value was recorded from the start until the end of the
experiment.
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Figure 5.31: The block process of the RST experiment
5.4.3 Results
The total number of sentences in each background colour is 10 sentences and
make a total of 10 target words. There are four scoring methods for the RST. The
first method is total words recall method. A total of 10 sentences consist of 10 target
words that will make 10 as a high score point. The next method is the proportion
of words recall method. For example, if the subject can only recall one word out of
two words, subject only receives 0.5 points. The score then will be averaged with all
and makes 1.0 as highest score point for proportion words recall method.
Then, we have the correct set words method. For example, if the subject
recalls two words, the subject will receive 2 points. If subject only recall one word
out of two words, the score would be 0 and this method makes 10 points as a high
score. The last method is the truncated span. Truncated span method can be used
for the level type of RST. For example, if the subject recalled three out of six at a
certain level, half a point will be given. The maximum possible score for each level
is 1 point. However, to advance to the next level, the subject had to have passed
the previous level.
In this study, the author decided to choose the first method, which is the total
words recall, in this study. It is said that the variance is large and the correlation
with reliability and reading comprehension is also high for the total words recall
and the proportion words recall methods. Normality verification by Friedman and
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Miyake stated that in the test of kurtosis, skewness, and normality, the normality
was guaranteed for the total words recall and the proportion words recall methods,
but the normality was not guaranteed for the correct set words method and the
truncated span [73].
The average percentages of the RST score for each background colour were
calculated and summarized in Figure 5.32. Figure 5.32 shows the average percentages
of the RST score for both young and elderly subjects. From Figure 5.32, the results
show that the average percentages of the RST score were the highest on the yellow
background colour and the lowest on a red background colour for the young subject.
However, the yellow background colour had the lowest and white background colour
had the highest average percentages of the RST score for the elderly subject.
Figure 5.32: The process of the RST experiment
To find a significant difference between the average percentages of the RST
score for both young and elderly subjects, the t-test statistical analysis (α= 0.05) has
been conducted. Table 5.10 summarizes the t-test statistical analysis results. From
Table 5.10, the average percentages of the RST score for the young subject is lower
than the elderly subject. However, t-test statistical analysis stated that there is no
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significant difference between the average percentages of the RST score of young and
elderly subjects.
Table 5.10: The average percentages of the RST score t-test statistical analysis
for young and elderly subjects (α= 0.05)




The authors also analysed variance (ANOVA) test (α= 0.05) to examine the
significance of differences in the average percentages of RST score among five back-
ground colours for both young and elderly subjects. Table 5.11 and Table 5.12
summarizes ANOVA test results for both young and elderly subjects respectively.
Based on the results summarized in Table 5.11 and Table 5.12, the ANOVA test
results demonstrated that there was no significant difference among five background
colours in the average percentages of the RST score for both young and elderly
subjects.
Table 5.11: The average percentages of the RST score ANOVA test among five
background colours for young subject (α= 0.05)
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Table 5.12: The average percentages of the RST score ANOVA test among five
background colours for elderly subject (α= 0.05)







For all 29 subjects, the oxy-Hb concentration changes also which has been
recorded by using wearable NIRS system during the experiment will be analysed.
For each subject, the values of oxy-Hb concentration changes measured every 0.2[s]
were averaged for each background colour for both young and elderly subjects. These
values are referred to as average NIRS signal values. Figure 5.33 shows the average
NIRS value for each background colour of young and elderly subjects.
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Figure 5.33: The average NIRS value of the RST on five background colours
Figure 5.33 shows that most of the background colours did not activated the
frontal area of the brain for both subject groups. Only red background colour
activated young subjects’ frontal area, while only yellow background colour activated
elderly subjects’ frontal area of the brain. To analyse the recorded data in details,
we used t-test statistical analysis (α= 0.05). The overall t-test statistical analysis
result between young and elderly subjects was shown in Table 5.13.
Table 5.13: The average NIRS signal value t-test statistical analysis for young
and elderly subjects (α= 0.05)
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Based on Table 5.13, the young subject had higher average NIRS value com-
pared to the elderly subject when performed RST. However, t-test statistical analysis
reveals no significant difference between the average NIRS value of young and el-
derly subjects. Then, we further analysed the data for each background colour since
we used five different background colours (white, blue, green, red, yellow) in this
experiment. Table 5.14 and Table 5.15 shows each background colour ANOVA test
(α= 0.05) for both young and elderly subjects.
Table 5.14: The average NIRS value ANOVA test among five background colours
for young subject (α= 0.05)
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Table 5.15: The average NIRS value ANOVA test among five background colours
for elderly subject (α= 0.05)








Table 5.14 stated that red background colour has the highest NIRS signal
value, while the white background colour has the lowest NIRS signal value for the
young subject. However, the ANOVA test reveals no significant difference in the
NIRS signal values. On the other hand, Table 5.15 stated that red background colour
has the lowest NIRS signal value, while a yellow background colour has the highest
NIRS signal value for the elderly subject. Furthermore, the ANOVA test reveals a
significant difference (p<0.05) for the NIRS signal values. Then, we analysed the
NIRS signal values in further details by examining the NIRS topography recorded
during the experiment. The oxy-Hb topography images data from all subjects were
averaged. Figure 5.34 and Figure 5.35 show the oxy-Hb topography images of each
background colour for both young and elderly subjects respectively.
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Figure 5.34: Average oxy-Hb topography images of RST for young subjects on
each background colour
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Figure 5.35: Average oxy-Hb topography images of RST for elderly subjects on
each background colour
Figure 5.34 and Figure 5.35 show the average oxy-Hb topography images of
both young and elderly subjects respectively. Red region represents high activation
while blue region represents low activation of the area. From both figures, we ob-
served that red background colour has higher activations on young subjects’ frontal
area of the brain for RST, while yellow background colour has higher activations
on elderly subjects’ frontal area of the brain for RST. We then analysed the ques-
tionnaire answered by subjects right after they finish performed the RST. Figures
5.36 summarize the average value of responses to the questionnaire items answered
by both young and elderly subjects for each background colour. The questionnaire
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asked the subjects to rate their tiredness, readability, difficulty, colour preferences,
and concentration levels on a five-point Likert scale.
Overall, it may be said that the young subject performed the lowest on the
red background colour and elderly subject performed the lowest on the yellow back-
ground colour. However, the subjects’ brain displayed a higher rate of changes in
oxy-Hb on a red background colour for a young and yellow background colour for the
elderly. From questionnaire results, we can understand that young subject felt most
tired on a red background colour that causes the average percentages of RST score
is the lowest and had higher oxy-Hb concentration changes. However, the elderly
subject stated different reason where they could not concentrate the most on the
yellow background colour.
Figure 5.36: Questionnaire answered by young subject (left) and elderly subject
(right)
5.5 RST on three background colours
5.5.1 Cognitive task design
Previously, the authors used five different background colours to explore the
effects of brain training tasks given to groups of young and elderly subjects. In
this present study, the authors focused on the use of RST to test brain functions
for the colours that were known as better background colours for readability which
were white, blue, and green. Hence, three sets of RSTs for each background colour
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were developed. Each test set consisted of five levels of RST questions. Each level
consisted of a different number of sentences, starting with two sentences for the first
level and each consecutive level’s being increased by one sentence to give a total of
20 sentences in one set.
All the question pages had the same design with each sentence displaying one
underlined word in black font against a single-colour background. One sentence was
displayed at a time. The subjects were asked to memorise the underlined word while
reading each sentence aloud and recall the underlined words aloud within a short
period. There was no rule for the order of the words recalled. Used as a resting task,
a blank page with the respective background colour appeared at every interval for 10
seconds. All the questions and designs refer to the original standard computerised
version of the RST [74][75]. The same sentences were obtained from section 5.4.1
[70][71][72]. Figure 5.37 until Figure 5.39 show an example of the question pages.
Figure 5.37: Reading span task on white background colour
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Figure 5.38: Reading span task on blue background colour
Figure 5.39: Reading span task on green background colour
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5.5.2 Brain activity observation
Thirty native Japanese university students (27 males, 3 females) (between 18-
26 years old) and 17 elderly people (11 males, 6 females) (between 65-81 years old)
participated in this study. They were asked to memorise 20 words in total for each
background colour. The corresponding 20 sentences had been randomly chosen out
of 67 sentences in the original Japanese RST and were divided into five levels, each
of which consisted of a different number of sentences. The time given to the subjects
to read each sentence and memorise the underlined word was fixed at 6.5[s].
After all the sentences in each level were read, they were asked to recall the
underlined words in the time given for each level. Then, a blank page with the re-
spective background colour appeared for 10[s] before the next level was attempted.
Figure 5.40 shows the block process of the reading span task experiment. After com-
pleting the task for each background colour, the subjects responded to a designated
questionnaire as discussed in 5.2.3. The NIRS value was recorded from the start
until the end of the experiment.
Figure 5.40: The process of the reading span task experiment
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5.5.3 Results
The total number of sentences in each background colour are 20 sentences
and make a total of 20 target words. As well as previous RST, the author decided
to choose the first method, which is the total words recall, in this study. The
average percentages of the RST score for each background colour were calculated and
summarized in Figure 5.41. Figure 5.41 shows the average percentages of the RST
score for both young and elderly subjects. From Figure 5.41, the results show that
the average percentages of the RST score were the highest for the green background
colour and the lowest for a white background colour for both young and elderly
subjects. Furthermore, we observed that the average score for elderly subjects were
around half of the young subjects’ score.
Figure 5.41: The process of the RST experiment
To find a significant difference between the average percentages of the RST
score for both young and elderly subjects, the t-test statistical analysis (α= 0.05)
has been conducted. Table 5.16 summarizes the t-test statistical analysis results.
From Table 5.16, the average percentages of the RST score for the young subject is
higher than the elderly subject. Furthermore, the t-test statistical analysis stated
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that there is a significant difference (p<0.001) between the average percentages of
the RST score of young and elderly subjects.
Table 5.16: The average percentages of the RST score t-test statistical analysis
for young and elderly subjects (α= 0.05)





The authors also analysed variance (ANOVA) test (α= 0.05) to examine the
significance of differences in the average percentages of RST score among three
background colours for both young and elderly subjects. Table 5.17 and Table 5.18
summarizes ANOVA test results for both young and elderly subjects respectively.
Based on the results summarized in Table 5.17 and Table 5.18, the ANOVA test re-
sults demonstrated that there was no significant difference among three background
colours in the average percentages of the RST score for both young and elderly
subjects.
Table 5.17: The average percentages of the RST score ANOVA test among three
background colours for young subject (α= 0.05)
Background colour Mean Variance F p
White 79.3333 151.2644
0.3087 0.7356Blue 80.5 210.9483
Green 81.3333 117.1264
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Table 5.18: The average percentages of the RST score ANOVA test among three
background colours for elderly subject (α= 0.05)
Background colour Mean Variance F p
White 40.8824 216.3603
2.0994 0.1391Blue 42.6471 259.7426
Green 47.0588 328.3088
The author then conducted a t-test statistical analysis (α= 0.05) on the av-
erage percentages of the RST scores for both young and elderly subjects of every
background colour with white background colour since white background colour is
the commonly used as a screen background colour. Table 5.19 and Table 5.20 shows
the summary of t-test statistical analysis conducted on the average percentages of
RST score for both young and elderly subjects to determine a significant difference
between each background colour with the white background colour.
Table 5.19: The average percentages of the RST score t-test statistical analysis
between each background colour with white background colour for young subject
(α= 0.05)
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Table 5.20: The average percentages of the RST score t-test statistical analysis
between each background colour with white background colour for elderly subject
(α= 0.05)








Here, we observed that white background colour has the lowest score for both
subject groups. The results from Table 5.19 reveals that the average percentages of
the RST score on every background colour have no significant differences between the
average percentages of the RST score on a white background colour for the young
subject. However, we observed a significant difference (p<0.05) on the average
percentages of the RST score between white and green background colours for the
elderly subject as shown in Table 5.20.
For all 47 subjects, the oxy-Hb concentration changes also which has been
recorded by using wearable NIRS system during the experiment will be analysed.
For each subject, the values of oxy-Hb concentration changes measured every 0.2[s]
were averaged for each background colour for both young and elderly subjects. These
values are referred to as average NIRS signal values. Figure 5.42 shows the average
NIRS value for each background colour of young and elderly subjects.
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Figure 5.42: The average NIRS value of the RST on three background colours
Figure 5.42 shows that white background colour activated the frontal area of
the brain the least for young subject, while white background colour activated the
frontal area of the brain the most for elderly subject. To analyse the recorded data
in details, we analysed the average NIRS signal values by using t-test statistical
analysis (α= 0.05). The overall t-test statistical analysis result between young and
elderly subjects was shown in Table 5.21.
Table 5.21: The average NIRS signal value t-test statistical analysis for young
and elderly subjects (α= 0.05)
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Based on Table 5.21, the elderly subject had higher average NIRS value com-
pared to the young subject when performed RST. However, t-test statistical analysis
reveals no significant difference between the average NIRS value of young and el-
derly subjects. Then, we further analysed the data for each background colour since
we used three different background colours (white, blue, green) in this experiment.
The author conducted a t-test statistical analysis (α= 0.05) on the average NIRS
value for both young and elderly subjects of every background colour with the white
background colour. Table 5.22 and Table 5.23 shows the summary of ANOVA test
statistical analysis conducted on the average NIRS value for both young and elderly
subjects to determine a significant difference between background colours.
Table 5.22: The average NIRS value ANOVA test among three background
colours for young subject (α= 0.05)
Background colour Mean Variance F p
White -0.0522 0.292
1.6535 0.2003Blue 0.1503 0.2159
Green 0.0584 0.1979
Table 5.23: The average NIRS value ANOVA test among three background
colours for elderly subject (α= 0.05)
Background colour Mean Variance F p
White 0.1995 0.1646
0.1502 0.8611Blue 0.1631 0.1243
Green 0.1281 0.2516
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Table 5.22 and Table 5.23 stated that the ANOVA test expressed no significant
differences for the NIRS signal values between background colours for both young
and elderly subjects. Besides, the author conducted a t-test statistical analysis
(α= 0.05) on the average NIRS value for both young and elderly subjects of every
background colour with the white background colour. Table 5.24 and Table 5.25
shows the summary of t-test statistical analysis conducted on the average NIRS value
for both young and elderly subjects to determine a significant difference between each
background colour with the white background colour.
Table 5.24: The average NIRS signal value t-test statistical analysis between each
background colour with white background colour for young subject (α= 0.05)








Table 5.25: The average NIRS signal value t-test statistical analysis between each
background colour with white background colour for elderly subject (α= 0.05)
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The results from Table 5.24 demonstrates that only the average NIRS sig-
nal value between white and blue background colours have a significant difference
(p<0.05) for the young subject. On the other hand, Table 5.25 for elderly subject
reveals that the average NIRS signal value of white background colour between every
background colours did not have any significant differences. Then, we analysed the
NIRS signal values in further details by examining the NIRS topography recorded
during the experiment. The oxy-Hb topography images data from all subjects were
averaged. Figure 5.43 and Figure 5.44 show the oxy-Hb topography images of each
background colour for both young and elderly subjects respectively.
Figure 5.43: Average oxy-Hb topography images of RST for young subjects on
each background colour
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Figure 5.44: Average oxy-Hb topography images of RST for elderly subjects on
each background colour
Figure 5.43 and Figure 5.44 show the average oxy-Hb topography images of
both young and elderly subjects respectively. Red region represents high activation
while blue region represents low activation of the area. From both figures, we ob-
served that white background colour has lower activations on young subjects’ frontal
area of the brain for RST, while white background colour has higher activations on
elderly subjects’ frontal area of the brain for RST.
We then analysed the questionnaire answered by subjects right after they fin-
ish performed the RST. Figures 5.45 summarize the average value of responses to
the questionnaire items answered by both young and elderly subjects for each back-
ground colour. The questionnaire asked the subjects to rate their tiredness, read-
ability, difficulty, colour preferences, and concentration levels on a five-point Likert
scale. Overall, it may be said that both young and elderly subjects performed the
lowest on the white background colour. Interestingly, the NIRS machine displayed a
lower rate of changes in oxy-Hb on a white background colour for the young subject,
but a higher rate of changes in oxy-Hb for the elderly subject. From questionnaire
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results, we can understand that both young and elderly subjects had the best visi-
bility on white background colour but they could not concentrate on it, that would
make the average percentages of RST score is the lowest.
Figure 5.45: Questionnaire answered by young subject (left) and elderly subject
(right)
5.6 Discussion
In this study, relative changes of blood Hb concentration in the brain were
observed by using NIRS system to see the brain function activities of the subjects
while they were performing circle counting task (CCT) and reading span task (RST)
on different background colours. The oxy-Hb concentration changes in subjects’
brains recorded in the NIRS experiment were mapped onto 2D topography images.
The images were analysed in relation to the functions of brain regions.
Figure 5.46 and Figure 5.47 show 2D topography images of brain activity that
were constructed from NIRS measurement. The figures show typical examples of Hb
concentration images created from the Hb measurements while the experiment was
conducted. The red region on the topographic results represents higher concentration
changes in blood Hb, whereas the blue region represents lower concentration changes,
i.e. the red region shows high brain activity and the blue region shows less brain
activity or a calm state.
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Figure 5.46: Typical 2D topography images of brain activity with channel labelled
Figure 5.47: Typical 2D topography images of brain activity with corresponding
Brodmann areas (BA) labelled
5.6.1 CCT on five different background colours
The average percentages score from CCT shows that both young and elderly
subjects expressed the same tendency where white background colour has the lowest
score in comparison to other background colours. As expected, young subject had a
higher score compared to elderly subject. This is because cognitive ability decreasing
with age [76]. On the other hand, the results from the NIRS measurement demon-
strate that background colours can affect Hb concentrations in the brain where the
CCT on white background colour activated both young and elderly subjects’ frontal
area of the brain the most.
The results from the subjects when performing the CCT with white back-
ground colour showed that the front polar region in the brain tended to experience
higher levels of change in Hb concentration. BA 10, which located at the frontal
part of the brain, exhibited that oxy-Hb concentration changes tended to increase
more right after when both young and elderly subjects starting to perform CCT
on the white background colour. Even though the Hb concentration changes were
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higher for white background colour compared to other background colours, the av-
eraged percentages CCT score suggest that white has the lowest score among other
background colours for both young and elderly subjects.
The results suggested that white background colour provokes states that re-
quire more eye movements. BA 10, which locates at the frontal areas of the brain,
has been proposed that not only related to memory, but also play a major role in
the highest level of integration of information coming from visual [77][78]. Thus, it
can be said that it has related to eye movements that showed a higher concentration
of Hb changes. These results finding correlated with the results in the study by
Yamazaki et al., which expressed the same reason [19][45][79].
This indicates that eye movements tended to be more active due to high con-
trast between font and background colour and distract the focus and concentration
level of subjects’ brain while subjects performing CCT on white background colour
[80][81]. From questionnaire results, we can understand that young subject felt least
tired and can concentrate the most on white background colour even though the
average percentages of CCT score is the lowest. However, the elderly subject stated
that they felt most tired and can be considered as stress when performing the task
on white background colour which affected higher average NIRS value.
5.6.2 RST on five different background colours
The RST score average percentages of the young subject shows that yellow
background colour had the highest score and the lowest score is the red background
colour. However, the NIRS measurement result demonstrated that RST on red
background colour activated on young subjects’ frontal area of the brain. The same
tendency also has been observed from the elderly subject. However, elderly subjects
score the highest for RST on white background colour which is full score and the
lowest on the yellow background colour. The NIRS measurement result exhibited
that RST on yellow background colour activated elderly subjects’ frontal area of the
brain.
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There is not so much difference for the average percentages score between
young and elderly subjects even though the performance is better for the elderly
subject. Besides, even though young subject’s frontal area of the brain activated
more than the elderly, both subjects’ brain seemed to relax while performing RST
with five background colours.
The results from the young subjects when performing the RST with red back-
ground colour showed that the front polar region in the brain tended to experience
higher levels of change in Hb concentration. BA 11 at frontal area exhibited that oxy-
Hb concentration changes tended to increase more right after when young subject
starting to perform RST on the red background colour. Even though the Hb con-
centration changes were higher for red background colour, the averaged percentages
RST score suggest that red has the lowest score among other background colours for
young. This is because, more than 80% of young subject is male and red always has
been said that gives negative influence to male. Therefore, red background colour
enhanced cognitive load in young male subject [82]. Thus, red background colour
might impede task performance of young subject in overall [83].
These results have the same tendency for elderly subject too. However, in-
stead of red background colour, the elderly subject experienced the same thing on
the yellow background colour which has the lowest score on RST with higher oxy-Hb
concentration changes. BA 10 at the frontal area has related to memory. Christof
stated that red and yellow are better for memory [84]. In terms of the average per-
centage score, our results showed the coincide results for yellow, but the contradicts
result for red. Unlike young subject, there is not more than 60% of the elderly
subject is male. The negative influence of red background colour effect might not
affected elderly subject in overall [83].
White background colour might have the best score for the elderly subject, but
their brain were less activated. Less activation of brain function may not good in
terms of working memory since our brain needs a certain amount of stress to develop
its functions more [85]. Moreover, the average percentages of RST have a rather high
score for both young and elderly subjects and did not show any differences between
other background colours, the author suspected that the RST provided was too easy.
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5.6.3 RST on three different background colours
Overall, it may be said that RST with three background colours show more
explicit results than RST with five background colours. Both young and elderly
subjects performed the lowest on white background colour. A comparison of both
groups’ results showed the same tendency in terms of performance for each back-
ground colour. Because of the deterioration in their abilities, the elderly group scored
much lower for performance [86]. The scores displayed the same tendency as those
in Yamazaki’s study and suggest that bluish background colours could elicit better
scores for performance than could whitish background colours [19][21].
However, this study’s results contradict those of RST with five different back-
ground colours study, which had confirmed the white background’s producing the
best scores for elderly subject because the RST used in the previous experiment
had been relatively easier and had not produced any differences, among the colours.
From these results, we understand that elderly people express greater transposi-
tion than do younger people in terms of performance when exposed to different
background colours. Interestingly, NIRS machine displayed lower rate of changes in
oxy-Hb on white background colour for young subject, but higher rate of changes in
oxy-Hb for elderly subject. The results from the young subjects when performed the
RST with white background colour showed that the front polar region in the brain
tended to experience lower levels of change in Hb concentration. A greater contrast
between the background colour and the black font text increased the changes in the
Hb concentration in the brains of the elderly subject but not of the young subject.
Working memory is known to be located in the frontal areas of the brain.
Most channels covered BA 10, which involved in working memory in the frontal
areas show high Hb concentration changes for both the young and elderly subjects
against a blue background. We suggest that a bluish background may be better
for memory retrieval. This suggestion is supported by Anna’s study, which found
that exposure to blue light led to greater functional responses within the brain’s
prefrontal cortex during a task that required the use of working memory [87].
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BA46 in the younger subjects exhibited the least activity for the white back-
ground. BA46 plays a role in sustaining attention and managing the working mem-
ory. These results are supported by Hall and Hanna, who suggest that, even though
greater contrast ratios between the background and font colours lead to better read-
ability, subjects concentrate the least and perform the lowest for a white background
[88]. The questionnaires answered by the younger subjects returned proportional re-
sults that indicated that even though the white background offered the best visibility,
they had the least concentration. The elderly subjects gave the same responses.
However, BA46 in the elderly subjects had been more highly activated than
in the younger subjects when the former group performed against the white back-
ground. BA46 in the elderly subjects had also been activated by the blue and green
backgrounds. We believe that the elderly subjects were not as accustomed to using
mobile devices as were the younger subjects, so the former group may have felt a
greater cognitive burden when concentrating on the tasks [82]. The higher activa-
tions of the brain functions could be assumed to indicate greater stress being placed
on the brain functions.
5.7 Conclusion
In conclusion, this chapter discussed the background colours effect on subjects’
brain while they performing the task. Thus, the following points are provided:
• The young subject has a higher score than elderly subject on CCT. Both
subjects performed the best on yellow, while the least on the white background
colour. In terms of brain activity, young subject’s brain activated more than
elderly subject’s brain while performing CCT. When comparing background
colour, both subjects’ brain activated the most on white compared to other
background colours.
• The elderly subject has a higher score than young subject on RST with five
background colours, even though the score for the two groups are not much
difference. The elderly subject performed the best on white, while the least on
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the yellow background colour. However, the young subject performed the best
on yellow compared to other background colours. In terms of brain activity,
although young subject’s brain activated more than the elderly, both subjects’
brain seemed to relax while performing RST with five background colours.
When comparing background colour, the elderly subject’s brain activated the
most on yellow, while young subject’s brain activated the most on the red
background colour. Both subject groups’ brain are in the state of calm when
performed RST on the white background colour.
• The young subject has a higher score than elderly subject on RST with three
background colours. Both subjects performed the best on the green, while the
least on the white background colour. In terms of brain activity, the elderly
subject’s brain activated more than young subject’s brain while performing
RST with three background colours. When comparing background colour,
elderly subjects’ brain activated the most on white, while young subject’s
brain is the calmest on white.
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Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
This study discussed the analyses on brain functions for effective communications.
Chapter 2 unveiled the functions of the brain depends on the region. Besides, Chap-
ter 3 introduced the brain imaging technique that we used in this study. Chapter
4 and Chapter 5 demonstrated the cognitive tasks experiments in the details. In
Chapter 4, the study presented a language sound-induced with emotions effect on
brain functions. Besides, in Chapter 5, the study described the effect of different
screen background colour on brain functions.
In this study, we focused on the language areas to see the effect of emotional
context on it. The author described that emotional context might not preferable
for new language learning, but emotional context could give an effect on working
memory and emotion, which are known to be essential to communication in case
of familiar language. We can conclude that emotional context might not suitable
to understand a new language, but it can enhance working memory and emotion
processes, by understanding the emotion intended in an unfamiliar language. We
speculate that this may be because of too much emotion could be a distraction for
listeners and could divert their concentration away from language processing.
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On the other hand, we can conclude that emotional context is essential in
good communication when involving languages that the listeners are familiar with.
We also found out that sentences with emotional context encourage working mem-
ory performance and the ability to retain information over short delays. Since we
reversed the original sentences, the meaning of the sentence is not understandable.
Therefore, we considered the sentences as babble or gibberish like a baby language.
To obtain a higher degree of success in communication for a familiar language,
emotions play an important role. This is because, if the emotions are successfully
conveyed, the language areas also might be activated.
Also, in this study, the effects of background colour on brain functions of young
and elderly people were examined. The author expressed that both of subjects group
performed the worst on white background colour circle counting task (CCT). How-
ever, white background colour activates a frontal region of the brain for both subject
groups. Therefore, a combination of black text and white background colour might
not consider as the preferable background colour for improving users’ performance.
However, higher contrast might require more eye movements, thus could activates
more the frontal area of the brain as CCT is focus more on concentration.
Besides, the reading span task (RST) score showed that bluish background
colours had better score compared to white background colour in performance. How-
ever, white background colour activated elderly subjects’ frontal area of the brain.
Less activation on brain functions may not good since our brain needs a certain
amount of stress to develop its functions more. Since the CCT requires attention,
the effect of the background colours on the brain functions may be different from
the RST, which focuses more on working memory.
6.2 Future works
In addition to this dissertation, several improvements are possible to contribute
to effective communication. Furthermore, this study’s results might only affect peo-
ple with native Japanese language, because all the subjects used in this study were
native Japanese. In case of application the study’s results in the dementia field, to
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directly apply this study’s results may not be suitable as it was conducted on young
and healthy subjects. While symptoms of dementia can vary greatly, in the future,
we aim to study the brain reaction of older subjects with dementia tendencies to
gain more accurate results.
Since the research on human-robot interaction has already begun with the use
of NIRS as a tool. It is not impossible to further this study from human-human
communication to human-robot communication. In our future work, other aspects
of human languages should be taken into account, since different languages could
have different intonations of the emotions that play an important role in achieving
better human-human communication, as well as human-robot communication.
It is important to investigate in details regarding working memory. Therefore,
in the next study, the author plan to conduct experiments related to working mem-
ory. This time, the study will be focused on elderly people, who have memory loss
and language impairment. The authors also will consider the hue, brightness, and
contrast of the background colours and font for the different effect of background
colours on brain function. Last but not least, it is important to increase the number
of subjects in the next study to obtain a more general sampling, since brain functions
are known to vary among individuals.
6.2.1 Contributions
In summary, this dissertation provides the following for possible contributions
in the future:
1. It is hoped that this study’s results can be used as a base for language learning
as we found that emotional context impedes the activation of the language
areas of the brain in case of new language sound.
2. By applying this study’s results, we can hopefully find suitable ways to ef-
fectively communicate with those people who have communication disability
such as dementia patients who have deterioration in language comprehension
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in case of familiar language. The emotion conveyed messages could activate
their language areas of the brain. in case of familiar language.
3. We believe that the results of this study can be used to aid in the develop-
ment of human-robot communication, as machines are becoming increasingly
important for communication tools. Although the ability to interpret emotions
may currently be a challenge in computer systems and robotics, in the future,
integrating emotion into robots is expected to take place.
4. The study’s results could be a key in the results being utilised in therapy for
controlling the rate of mental decline as we found that a white background
colours may excite the brain for memory retrieval and concentration. Thus,
it can help to improve effective communication by control the rate of mental
ability deterioration.
5. As bluish background colour could boost users’ performance, we hope that the
results of this study could be a guide in designing suitable information and
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